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ABSTRACT

Use of the Water Erosion Prediction Proj ect (WEPP) Model to Pred ict Road Surface
Erosion in Mountain Rangeland Areas

by

Brian J. Zalewsky, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1998

Maj or Professor: Dr. James P. Dobrowolski
Program: Watershed Science

A significant source of sediment in many watersheds is that associated with the
layout , construction , and maintenance of roadways. Much work has been done in more
mesic forested environments with little or none in semiarid systems. Acc urate estimation
of runoff and sediment yield from native surfaced roads located in semiarid mountainous
ecosystems is important to both private and public regulatory agencies. The Watershed
Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model represents the most current erosion prediction
technology. WEPP has been applied to the problems of logging road erosion in more
mesic forests but has not been tested or evaluated on roadways located in semiarid
mountainous ecosystems.
Si1\ rainfall simulation e1\periments were conducted to measure runoff and
sediment yie ld off three separate plots located on Tick ville Road, located on Camp W .G.
Willi ams, a Nationa l Guard Training Center in Utah . These data were compared with
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runoff and erosion estimates produced by the WEPP model. WEPP cropland and
rangeland erodibility equations were used to predic t rill erodibility (Kr), interrill
erodibility (Ki) , and critical shear (TAUc). These were tested for their effectiveness in
predicting road erodibilities in these environments. A sensitivity analysis was performed
on those parameters that were suspected of having a substantial impact on model o utput
and accuracy.
There was an excellent correlation between predicted and observed total runoff
volumes for all simulations (R 2=0.96). The differences were greater than 10% only for
plot 2 wet; otherwise, the average difference for all six simulations was 4.9%. When
using Kr, K.i , and TAUc as predicted by rangeland methods , predicted sediment yields
differed from those measured, on average, by 82%. Predicted sediment yields differed by
only 22% compared to calculated sediment yields, when using the cropland erodibility
equations to predict Kr, K.i , and TAUc . A sensi tivity analysis showed that percent slope ,
slope length , days since last tillage, and ridge roughness all had a signifi cant impact on
WEPP predicted sediment yields. Results show the effectiveness of the WEPP model in
predicting runoff and erosion off native surfaced roads in these semiarid mountainous
regions.
(105 pages)
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INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion has been one of the nation 's most persistent environmental problems
for over a century. A significant source of sediment in many watersheds is that associated
with the layout, construction, and maintenance of roadways (Ward, 1983). Significant
quantities of sediment delivered off roads to stream channels can adversely affect aquatic
and riparian systems. Poorly built and/or maintained roads adjacent to streams can cause
deterioration in water quality by supplying excess fine-grained sediment to the system.
Greater turbidity resulting from increased inputs of fine-grained sediment may reduce
light penetration and inhibit primary production. Fish and aquatic macro invertebrates
may suffer from habitat damage as coarse bed material is covered by finer sediment
(Campbell, !<)84). In addition, many streams serve as municipal water supplies and
increased turbidity may necessitate additional and costly treatment. The close proximity
of roads, as well as road-stream crossings, can lead to increases in the volume and
velocity of surface water delivery to channels, leading to accelerated bank and bed
erosion (Megahan, 1984; Gellis, 1996).
In semiarid systems with deep alluvial soils, accelerated downcutting of
ephemeral stream channels can be triggered by increased rates of runoff coming from
road surfaces (Gellis, 1996). Compacted roadways that parallel riparian areas and
ephemeral channels act as impermeable features on the watershed. Precipitation in these
semiarid areas, often occutTing as intense summer storms, does not infiltrate and instead
runs off the road surface, carryi ng excess water and eroded sediment into the riparian
area.
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Tick ville Gulch perennially drains a sagebrush steppe watershed on Camp
Williams, a Utah National Guard trai nin g area near Draper. Ti ck vi lle Road regularly
parallel s the riparian area and in some places, crosses through the chan ne l (Fig. l).
Tickville Road was built by excavating the road surface out of the hill side and while the
lower section is covered with varying amounts of gravel, the upper section of Tick vi lle
Road is surfaced with material taken from native nearby soil s. Erosion problems occur,
to varying degrees, on much of the upper secti on ofTickville Road. The road is heav il y
rutted in many places, particularly on sections contai ning steep slopes or low- lying areas.
During intense and/or prolonged periods of precipitation , these road sections often
become impassable to vehicle traffic . It is evident that the numerous practical measures
available for designing, constructing, and maintaining roads to reduce erosion, including
road location , use of berms, surfac ing, surface drainage structures , and o uts!oping, were
not employed to reduce erosion on Tickvi lle Road or prevent sediment from reaching the
riparian area.
A unique feature of Tick ville Road is the type of use that it receives. Heavy
military vehicles, including tracked vehicles, travel along the road. In many areas , road
bulk densities are very high and the surface conditions on many segments of the road
resemble concrete. Consequently, infiltration of water is very slow, and ponding and
runoff occur very shortly after a rain event.
The sources of road erosion on Camp Williams are varied and include: poorl y
installed stream crossings, inadequate road surface drainage, erosion of cu lverts,
compaction and displacement of soil , and lack of proper road grading for drainage .
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Fig. 1. Map of Tickville basin showing close proximity of roads to channels.
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One of the most common drainage problems on Tick vi lle Road is the direct routing of
ditch drainage into the riparian area without any sediment detention techniques. Thi s
problem occ urs along much of Tickville Road and it is especially troublesome on long,
steep sections of the road. In these sections , sediment-laden water enters the riparian area
at high velocities , increasing the likelihood of chan nel erosion. Ditch erosion could be
contributing more sediment to the riparian area than road erosion.
The most direct erosion problem is to the road itself. Excessive erosion often
inhibits road use and military operations, or makes the road impassable until restored.
Less obvious, but perhaps more important , is the deposition of eroded road material in the
riparian area. In many areas along Tick ville Road, this is causing excessive
sedimentation , creating ecological and water quality damage to downstream section s of
the riparian area.
Season-long and early-season grazing have influenced the Tickville Gulch
riparian area for more than four generations (Dobrowolski , 1997, personal
communication). There is little vegetation to protect and stabilize streambanks. As a
result of these grazing practices , the riparian area exhibits instability. This instability
leads to wide, shallow stream reaches, and channel incision with steep and sloughing
banks (Dobrowolski, unpublished, 1996). In addition, it is very likely that the close
proximity of Tickville Road, including stream crossings, has increased the volume ,
ve locity, and sediment content of surface water delivery to parts of the channel. These
increases may accelerate bank and bed erosion in se lected reaches of the already degraded
Tick ville riparian area. Chaney et al. (1991) stated that deteriorated riparian areas are
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more vulnerable to the increased stress of concentrated and accelerated run off from
degraded or di sturbed uplands.
Environmental land managers at Camp Williams , in collaboration with Utah State
University, have agreed to identify, study , and mitigate current riparian problems in
Tickville Gulch. The evaluation and correction of local road effects are an important part
of Tick ville riparian restoration efforts. The evaluation of alternative designs of road
cross sections, road gradients , surfacing materials , or spacing of cross drains requires a
method that predicts runoff and sediment yields from various road geometries. In
addition , the accurate prediction of runoff and sediment yield is necessary for determining
sediment control measures within buffer strips between Tick ville Road and Tickville
Gulch.
Conditions on Tickville Road present an excellent opportunity for the study of
runoff and erosion and are characterized by; (i) the fact that the road itself is cut into
hi ghly erodible soils; (ii) erosive agents (i.e ., convective summer storms) that are very
intense; (iii) highly compacted surfaces resulting in low hydraulic conductivities and
rapid ponding and runoff; (iv) critical areas which receive water and sediment from very
long slopes; (v) road ditches that are regularly graded and have the potential to produce
large quantities of sediment; and (vi) close proximity of roads to riparian areas, including
road crossings over Tick ville Gulch.
The Watershed Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model represents the most
current erosion prediction technology (Laflen et al., 1991). The WEPP model was
applied to the problems of loggin g road erosion in mesic forests by Elliot et al. (1993) and
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Tysdal et al. ( 1997). The WEPP model has not been tested or evaluated on roadways
located in semiarid mountainous ecosystems. Few studies attempt to model road erosion
in these environments and there are no data available to assess the effectiveness of
WEPPs baseline erodibility equations. Erosion data obtained with the use of rainfall
si mul ation in these xeric mountainous environments are sparse. This st udy provides
baseline data for the WEPP model in these environments. It is expected that the WEPP
model wi ll be a useful tool for federal, state, and local land managers facing simi lar road
erosion problems in these xeric environments. This study also provides Camp Williams
resource managers a practical means of selectin g and implementing appropri ate erosion
control techniques on critical areas ofTickville Road.
In my study, rainfall simulation was used to test the effectiveness of WEPP at
predicting erosion and runoff from plots located along critical areas of Tick ville Road.
Rainfall simulation was the method selected to test WEPP's effectiveness in sem iarid
systems for several reasons. First, precipitation in semiarid areas during these months is
infrequent and of short duration. Instrumentation of three road sections to await natural
precipitation events would be time consuming, expensive, and would ri sk the loss of data
through instrument malfunction .
Secondly, Camp Williams is a military reserve training site and during the
summer months , traffic can be heavy along Tick ville Road. Setup of the rainfall
simul ator and associated equipment are both time consuming and labor inten sive.
However, both dry and wet simul ations can be run in one day. This allowed us to limit
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military acti vi ty and c lose Tic k ville Road for onl y three days, a constraint th at Camp
Willi ams personnel were able to accommodate.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Background

To understand how roads influence watershed processes , it is important to
understand the basic principles in vo lved in both water and sediment produc ti on and
storage in undi sturbed watersheds. For purposes of thi s di scussion, an undi sturbed
watershed is one in which ph ys ica l, bio logical, chemica l, and hydrological processes have
been min imall y d isturbed . Thi s background information provides a basis for examin ing
past research efforts, and for introducing thi s th esis.
In an undi sturbed watershed, rainfall energy is attenuated by vegetal cover, roc k,
and litter. Thi s reduces the amount of kineti c energy applied directl y to the soil. Once
precipitation reaches the surface, it can in filtrate the soil , fl ow over the soi l surface
(overl and fl ow), ponds on the surface, or is lost through evapotranspirati on. Two
important processes, infiltratio n and overl and fl ow, convey precipitation fro m slope to
channel.
Infiltration describes the movement of water through the soil surface (Brady and
Wei I, 1996). Infiltration capacity is the maximum rate at which water can enter the soil
surface (Brooks et al. , 1991 ) and it is largely a function of soil texture, structure, surface
conditi ons, soil water content, and hydraulic conductivity.
Overl and flo w occurs over areas th at are impervio us to infiltration, saturated, or
when the rai nfall rate has exceeded the in filtrati on capac ity of the soil. When rain fa ll
exceeds infiltrati on capac ity, water acc umul ates on the surface and fl ows overland toward
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stream channel s or remains ponded on the surface. Overland flow typicall y is
in significant in forested areas with well-drained, deep , uncompacted soils (Brooks et al. ,
1991 ). However, in areas where the vegetation has been removed or the soil surface is
compacted, overland flow can become significant and lead to soil erosion (Ptitchett and
Fisher, 1987).
Sediment production in minimally di sturbed, as well as disturbed watersheds , is
the result of erosional processes. Soil detachment occurs when falling raindrops , shall ow
overland flow , or concentrated flow di slodge sediment particles. Detachment is a
function of soi I strength and the energy needed to dislodge the particles by the erosive
agent. Sediment is moved downslope until it is close enough to the stream such that a
final transport episode transfers it from hill slope to stream channel (Reid, 1981 ). In
minimally disturbed watersheds , the average rate of sediment production in the watershed
is assumed to equal the average sediment yield at some outlet of the watershed (Reid,
1981 ). Thus , there exists an equilibrium between the watershed and the riparian area with
respect to sediment production , transport, and storage.
Roads alter the processes which drive and maintain equilibrium conditions
between water and sediment cycling in the watershed. Construction of a road involves
the complete removal of vegetation. Compaction of the road surface results in both
decreased infiltration rates and capacities. These processes increase overland flow over
the road surface, effectively increasing the drainage den sity of the basin. The drainage
density of a basin is defined as the sum of all stream channel lengths divided by the
watershed area, and it affects the rapidity by which water flow s to the out let of a
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watershed (Brooks et al. , 1991 ). In the absence of roads , water normally infiltrates the
surface and slowl y percolates through the soil , eventually reaching the channel by
subsurface flow . The impermeable road surface acts as a conduit and funnels overland
flow more quickly and directly into the channel. This causes greater peak flow s in a
shorter time than water that slowly infiltrates the surface and percolates through the soil
before reappearing as streamflow . Reid (1981) stated that during rainstorms, the presence
of roads increases the drainage density of a basin by the length of road in that basin.
Two types of erosion affected by road construction are surface erosion and mass
wasting (Megahan, 1984). Surface erosion is the movement of individual soil particles by
raindrop impact, overland flow, or wind. Mass wasting involves the movement of
particles as a mass, under the influence of gravity. Mass wasting occurs via debri s slides,
flows, and soil creep. Under undi sturbed forest conditions, surface erosion processes are
generally secondary and mass wasting processes dominate (Megahan, 1984). Mass
erosion events associated with roads are typically the result of a decrease in the
cohesiveness and shear strength of the slope after a road cut has been made. Along Cabin
Creek, in the Bridger Teton National Forest, WY , "one entire section of road, several
hundred feet long had actually slipped down the hill into the drainage bottom, creating a
new source of sediment during high water periods" (Shepherd, 1975, p.177).
Road construction greatly accelerates surface erosion processes as well.
Megahan (1974) reported that following road construction, surface erosion increased due
to removal of protective cover, di sruption of soi l structure, and the subsequent effects of
raindrop impact and reduced infiltration rates. These factors caused the concentration of
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overl and flow on the road and in the channel s, and the detachment and removal of road
surface material by traffic.
The effects of road constructi on on watersheds are manifest both onsite and
downstream. Onsite effects are measured in terms of changes in site productivity while
downstream effects occur because of changes in the hydrologic function of the watershed.
Down stream effects are measured in terms of changes in (i) the volume and timing of
streamflow , (ii) water chemi stry and sediment load, and (ii i) channel morphology.
Road construction has the potential to limit site productivi ty by removing organic
matter, ex posing lower nutrient subsoi ls, reducing water holding capac ity, and
compactin g surface material s. For an individual road, the amount of area di sturbed
depends on the road design features and the hill slope gradient (Megahan, 1984). Thi s is
intuiti ve: the poorer the road desi gn, the greater potential the road has to di srupt site
productivity and hydrologic fun ction . Road constructi on in steep mountainous areas can
provide greater potenti al for hydrologic impacts.
Road construction can change the hydrologic function of watersheds and lead to
possible changes in the rates and quality of streamflow and in channel morphology.
These changes reflect modifications of hydrologic processes within the watershed caused
by (i) removal of protecti ve soil cover; (ii) increased slope gradients created by
construction of cut and fill slopes; (i ii ) decreased in filtration rates on parts of the road;
(iv) decreased shear strength , increased shear stress, or both , on cut and fi ll slopes; (v)
concentration of runoff and intercepted water on and below the road; and (vi) direct
encroach ment in the stream chan ne l by construction acti vi ties.
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T he constructi on and presence of roads in a bas in has been demonstrated to
increase peak flows in the channel (Hoover, 1952; Weitzman and Trimble, 1952; Harr et
a l. , 1975). Hoover ( 1952) observed storm peak fl ows to double due to qui ck de li very of
overl and fl o w from road surfaces to channe ls in a watershed in North Carolina. In West
Virgini a, Weitzman and Trimble ( 1952) reported the importance of road-generated run off
in increasing peak fl ows and further suggested th at thi s increase in peak fl ows may lead
to increased channe l erosion. Harr et al. ( 1975) found a 20% increase in peak discharge
where roads compri sed 12% of a basin studied in the Oregon Coast Range.
According to Megahan ( 1984), road construction has the potenti al fo r in fl uencing
water quality in two ways: by di srupting the normal forest nutrient cycling pattern on the
watershed, and by introducing chemical s and sediment to the watershed system. No
literature was fo und that showed th at roads alone cause changes in forest nutrient cyc ling
that are detectable in stream flow s. Chemicals introduced by vehicles as we ll as
acci dental spills have the potential to be introduced into the ch annel and affec t water
quality.
The removal of vegetation from the road surface , as well as the cut and fill
slopes, often results in a constant source of sediment to the channel. The two primary
factors determining the amount of sediment washed into a channel from an adj acent road
surface are the transport capacity of the water fl owing off the road, and the avail ability of
materi al (Bilby et al. , 1989). Transport capacity is a function of rainfall intensi ty as well
as characteri stics of the road segment (Haupt , 1959; Reid and Dunne, 1984 ). The amount
of sedi ment avail able for transport is large ly a functi on of traffic (Reid , 198 1), surfacing
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materia l (Sw ift, 1984a; Koc henderfer and Helvey, 1987) , erosion from cut and fill slopes
(Megahan and Kidd, 1972 ), and maintenance activities (Swift, 1984b).
Megahan (1984) stated that direct channel encroachment is probab ly the most
common cause of changes in channel morphology following road construction.
Encroachment can occur either at channel crossings or by lateral constriction caused by
construction along the length of the stream . Constriction of the flow or relocation of the
flow path can cause some locali zed bank or bed erosion, or deposi ti on. Roads can also
have indirect effects on channel morphology. The morphology of a stream channe l, in
part, is dependent on the streamflow and sediment load supplied from the watershed.
Schumm ( 1971) indicated that as sediment loads increase , channel width and gradient
tend to increase , and channel depth and sinuosity tend to decrease. Increased amounts
and ve locity of runoff from the road can cause increased erosion and lead to downcutting
and subsequent vertical instability of the channel.
The existence of a road has a spatial and temporal aspect. The road likel y
constitutes a permanent disturbance in the watershed. As long as a road exists, it ac ts to
alter the amount, timing, and intensity of water and sediment delivery to the channel.
Fredriksen (1970), Megahan (!974), and Selkirk and Riley (1996) have found that
erosion from forest roads decreases over time after initial construction. It should be noted
that this decrease is likely dependent on subsequent road maintenance and the
geographical location of roads . Also, poorl y maintained roads may fail years after initial
constructi on, and mass wasting events can potentially supply channel s with excess
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sediment for long periods of time. These events are most ofte n triggered by inten se
rainfa ll events with recurrence intervals of 50 or more years.

Road Erosion Studies

The total erosion rate fro m road surfaces was first estimated by O.K. Gilbert in
1917. In his 154-page study examining hydraulic mining debris in the Sierra Nevada
mountains in Californ ia, Gilbert ( 191 7) mapped 1480 km of public roads and estimated
an average Joss of 0.3 min depth over an average width of 3 m. He also estimated that
3

the total sediment loss from these roads amounted to 1,223,300 m of whic h 85 % was
assumed to reach the streams. Gilbert did not describe or report his methods used to
obtain these data.
The first measured erosion rates were reported by Hoover ( 1952), who described
studies of erosion from access roads and skid trails in North Carolina. Repeated
measurements of road cross sections showed that in 4 years , the 3.68 km section of road
studied had lost 5,237.5 m 3 of soi l. However, this method did not distinguish between
surface loweri ng due to erosion and that due to compaction.
ln a 6-year study conducted in the mountains of central Idaho , Megahan and Kidd
( 1972) found that sediment production rates from the area disturbed by road construction
averaged 220 times greater than that for similar, minimally di sturbed lands in the vici nit y.
Their results also showed that about 84% of the total sediment collected in the 6-year
study was produced in the first year after the disturbance.
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Megahan ( 1974) deri ved a negative exponential equation to describe time trends
in surface erosion on severel y disturbed soil s. Data from four different studies of surface
erosion on roads found in the Idaho Batholith were used to develop equation parameters.
For the following equation:

Et = En + kSOe

<· ktJ

(

l)

where: En (tons per square mile per day) is the erosion rate to be expected on the
di sturbed area after a long period, assuming no new disturbance. SO (tons per square
mile) is the amount of material available to be eroded at time zero after the di sturbance .
K (per day) is an index of the rate of decline of erosion following the di sturbance, and Et
(tons per square mile) equals the amount eroded off of the road surface.
Erosion rates on disturbed sites over time were measured and values were
assigned to these parameters. Megahan found that measurements of instantaneous
erosion rates were very difficult to obtain because most studies of erosion depend on
periodic measurements of on-site soil loss or accumulations at some downslope point.
These data provided a measure of erosion integrated over time and equation l , integrated
over time , becomes:

Et =En' - SO[e

kt

-1]

(2)

where: Et is in units of tons per square mile and tis the days of elapsed time since the
disturbance.
Material eroded from the entire road prism was trapped in sediment dams located
approximately 91.4 m downslope. The data were fitted to equation 2 using a nonlinear
least-squares procedure. Based on 6 years of data from a selected disturbed basin , annual
measured road erosion ranged from 160 to 3805 kg km"2/day and averaged
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1373 kg km - /day. T hese average erosion rates were fo und to be equal to the va lue of En
derived from other adjacent di sturbed basins.
Reid (198 1) measured runoff from 10 road segments durin g a series of storms in
western Washington. Sediment ratin g curves were de ve loped and combined with
continuous rainfall records to calc ul ate an average annual sediment yield fro m the road
segments. Reid found that in a hypot hetical 10 km 2 basin , 40% of which was logged ,
with a road density of 2.5 km km-2, that road surface erosion accounted for about 47 ,752

Road Erosion Modeling

Reid (1981) and Megahan (1974) utilized statistical and regression type
methodologies to interpret observed erosion data. However, it is difficult to predict
erosion rates using these methods si nce they are based on the ass umpti on of homogenei ty
in time and space (Simons et al. , 1978). Also, data collection from long-term field
studies is a time-con suming and ex pensive process. Recent erosion research has
incorporated the use of physicall y-based prediction models for computers. A physically
based or process-oriented model predicts erosion by interacting various physical
processes occurring during a storm event . These interactions allow the user to model
individual processes that might produce soi l erosion, including rainfall intensity and
di stribution , infi ltration and runoff, and soil detachment, transport , and depositi on (E lli ot
eta!. , 1993). Despite the comp lex ity of the physical processes governing soil erosion, it
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is believed th at modeling is the most practical way to esti mate water and sediment yield
from roads (S imons et al. , 1978) and Elli ot (1998 , personal commun icat ion).
Quanti tative work using rainfall simul ation has been used fo r bot h empirical and
phys ical process-based mode ls of road eros ion. Rainfall simulators are used to attempt to
d uplic ate the characteri stics of natural rainfall events for erosion , infiltration , and runoff
studies. Simul ati on has the advantages of provi ding control of rai nfall timing and
intensity, and measuring in situ with minimal di sturbance to the sampled area (Luce and
Cundy, 1994). These advantages make rainfall simulation an extremely useful too l for
studies attempti ng to measure sediment loss form road surfaces.
The extensively used Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), was applied by
Farmer and Fletcher (1977) to predict erosion potential prior to highway construction.
However, it was found that several limitin g facto rs of the USLE inhibit its use for these
purposes. Much of the sediment generated off road surfaces is from ri ll erosion (E lli ot,
1997, personal communicati on) and ditch erosion (Tysdal et al. , 1997). The USLE
cannot account for rill detachment processes or erosion caused by large, concentrated
flow s of water (Farmer and Fletcher, 1977). The USLE was also developed to predict
soil loss on an average annual basis and does not take into account erosion from
individual storms. Soil loss predi ctions on a storm-by-storm basis often result in error
because of the complicated interactions between fo rces governing soil loss rates (Farmer
and Fletcher, 1977). The USLE is also site-specific, which limits its applicability to other
road erosion scenarios.
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ROSED (Road SEDiment) is a numerica l physical-process model that predi cts
water and sediment yield from a roadway prism as a function of rainfall, surface cover,
plot topography, and soil parameters (Ward 1985). ROSED is an event-oriented model
driven by the runoff. For a given rainfal l event, the interception and infiltration losses are
computed and the excess water is routed down the watershed (Watts et al. , 1986).
Studies by Johnston et al. (1980) and Burroughs and Sundberg (1982) have indi cated that
intensive study was needed to make the ROSED model into an operational plannin g tool
because of its complexity and lack of well-defined parameters. On roads located in the
Idaho Batholith, Walls et al. (1986) reported predicted sediment yields by ROSED that
were generally ± 50% of the measured yield. ROSED is site-specific and must be
calibrated at different sites, which limits its applicability.
A simplified version of the ROSED model , called SIRS ED (Simplified Road
SEDiment), was developed by Simons et al. (1977). SIRS ED consists of essentially the
same components found in the ROSED model. The main difference between the two
model s is that processes in ROSED involve the routing of water and sediment in real time
and space while in SIRSED, the routing of water and sediment is the result of time-space
integration. ROSED can also deal with variab le intensity rainfall events while SIRSED
cannot (Simons eta!. , 1978).
The applicability of these models as a management tool is questionable because
both model s were not adequately tested with field data. Prediction using both models
requires a more complete data base and calibration (Simons et al. , 1978). Being
empirica l, ROSED and SIR SED are strictly app li cable only to the conditions that existed
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in the ex periments. Thi s limits the appli cability of these model s in predi ctin g erosion on
other sites. Predictions of the long-term erosion potential of a site are ex tremel y
important in making sound resource management decisions and neither ROSED nor
SrRSED is capable of providing this information.

WEPPModel

The USDA Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model represents a new
erosion prediction technology based on the fundamentals of stoc hastic weather
generation , infiltration theory, hydrology, soi l physics , plant science , erosion mechanics,
and hydrauli cs (Flanagan eta!., 1995). The WEPP model provides several advantages
over the previously described models. WEPP has capabilities for estimating the spatial
and temporal distributions of soil loss . WEPP is also processes-based, so results can be
ex trapolated to a broad range of conditions that may not be practical or economical to
field test. In terms of sediment routing, neither the ROSED nor SIRS ED model has the
capability to estimate how far sediment will travel , whether down the hillslope or through
the channel. These flow paths are modeled as sediment plumes in WEPP and attempts
are being made to accurately predict their length and extent. WEPP was designed to have
a reduced computational time and the program is set up to be user-friendly. The WEPP
model is also designed to tolerate out of range input data and combinations of inputs that
might cause computational problems.
WEPP technology includes a hillslope version , a watershed version , and a grid
version. WEPP can provide a variety of outputs, including plots , graphs, and estimates of
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sediment loss, sediment size di stributi ons, and depositi on along a hill slope (Morfin eta!..
1996). The output can contain ei ther annual or sin gle storm summaries for runoff,
erosion, and sediment yield (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995).
The indi vidual processes th at lead to soil erosion on roads are generall y the same
as those that occ ur on agricu ltural and fore st lan ds (S imon s eta!. , 1978: Elli ot et a!. ,
1993). However, the hydrologic response of a road may be different from agric ultural,
forest, or range land soi ls due to vehicle compaction , lack of vegetal cover, and resultant
lower infiltration and greater overl and flow (Elli ot eta!. , 1993).
Overland flow is a combinati on of sheet fl ow in in terrill areas and concentrated
flow in rill areas. Overland flow routing in WEPP includes the use of kinematic wave
equations. These equations are normali zed to the di scharge of water and flow shear stress
at the end of a uniform slope, and are used to calculate detachment , transport, and
deposition at all points along the hill slope (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995).
Erosion processes in WEPP result directl y from the forces and energies developed
in hydrologic processes (Laflen eta!., 1991). Vegetation characteristics above and below
the soil, soil characteristics above and below the surface, topography, and mass and
characteristics of material in contact with the soil (i.e., rocks, plant litter) all affect the
impact and magnitude of hydrologic processes in WEPP (Laflen eta!. , 1991). Hydrologic
processes are represented by several components, including a climati c component , an
infiltration component , and a winter component dealing wi th frozen soi ls and snow
accumul ation and melt.
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The c limatic component in WE PP utili zes either measured or generated c limati c
variab les. The variables are used in estim atin g duration, peak rate and total amount of
runoff, pl ant growth, decomposition of above- and belowground biomass, and soi l water
content of the various soil layers (Laflen et al., 1991).
Infiltration in WEPP is based on the Green and Ampt equation (Green and Ampt ,
1911 ) and is divided between situati ons in which surface ponding does or does not occur.
Where there is no surface ponding, infiltration is equal to rainfall intensity. When there is
surface ponding, infiltration becomes a function of saturated hydraulic conducti vity,
cumulative infiltration , and matric potenti al (Laflen et al., 1991).
Both live and decaying plant biomass have an impact on rainfall energy reaching
the soi I surface, as well as on soil water content. The latter affect runoff volumes from
overland flow and sheet flow. Live and dead biomass also affects soil erosion processes.
The pl ant growth component in WEPP is used to simulate temporal changes in plant
variables that influence runoff and erosion processes (Flanagan and Livingston, 1995).
The type of plants as well as plant growth parameters are considered in WEPP. Both
cropland and rangeland conditions are simulated by the plant growth component.
Soil characteristics considered in the soil component of the WEPP model are:
(i) random roughness, (ii) oriented roughness , (iii) bulk density, (iv) hydraulic
conductivity, (v) wetting front suction, (vi) rill erodibility, (vii) interrill erodibility, and
(viii ) criti cal shear stress (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995). The soil component in WEPP
maintains a dail y accounting of the soil status and surface variables (Lafl en et al., 1991 ).
The soil component also accounts for temporal changes in soil properties important in the
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eros ion process , includin g management practices that ex pose the mineral soil (Lafl en et
al. , 1991).
WEPP can update soil-water status on a daily basis. Soil-water status is used to
estimate infiltration and runoff vo lumes. WEPP also computes soil-water status for
designated soil layers and computes percolation through the lowermost layer. Percolation
rates are important in determining the soil moi sture content of the overlying soil layer.
The faster the percolation rate, the faster the overlying soil layer will dry out. Percol ation
rates are important in determining soil moi sture contents , which in tum , will affect rates
of infiltration and overland flow.

Runoff in WEPP

This study utilizes the WEPP model to predict runoff and erosion from Tick ville
Road. Runoff is a major process in WEPP that impacts soil erosion by water. Runoff
volume, predicted by WEPP, is based on the Green and Ampt infiltration equation as
modified by Mein and Larson (1973), with ponding time calculations for an unsteady
rainfall (Chu, 1978). The infiltration process in WEPP is divided into 2 stages: a stage in
which the ground surface is ponded with water and a stage without surface ponding.
Under a ponded surface, the infiltration process is independent of the effect of the time
distribution of rainfall (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995). At this point, the infiltration rate
reaches its maximum capacity (where ponding occurs), and is referred to as the
infiltration capacity. Rainfall excess (runoff) is computed as the difference between
rainfall rate and infiltration capacity.

The runoff prediction capabi liti es of WEPP have been evaluated on rangelands by
Wilcox et al. ( 1992), Dobrowolski (1994), and Franklin (1997), and on fore st roads by
Elliot et al. (1993). Wilcox et al. ( 1992) found a poor correlation between predicted and
observed runoff when the Green and Ampt parameters were estimated using the WEPP
parameter estimation techniques. Dobrowolski ( 1994) and Franklin ( 1997) suggested that
these parameter estimation techniques do not take into account the smal l-scale spatial
variability in soi l hydrologic condition inherent in rangeland environments. Elliot et al.
( 1993) found small differences in observed and predicted runoff rates when using the
WEPP parameter estimation techniques for forest road conditions. It is likely that there is
much Jess spatial variability of soil hydrologic conditions on highly compacted road
surfaces than on rangelands .

Erosion in WEPP

WEPP includes the erosion processes of detachment, transport, and deposition.
Erosion is divided into rill and interrill. Rill and interrill erosion in WEPP are determined
separately and then added to obtain a total sedi ment yield. Rill erosion is the detachment
and transport of sediment by concentrated channel flow (Elliot et al., 1994). The DuBoys
channel scour equation as developed by sedimentation engineers (Vanoni, 1975) has been
modified for rill erosion by Meyer ( 1964). Rill detachment in the WEPP model (Lane et
al. , 1987) is expressed as:
(3)

De= Kr (tau-TAUc)
where:

2 1
.

De= Detachment capacity of clear water, kg m· s·
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Kr

=Rill erodibility of soil due to hydraulic shear. s m·'-

TAUc =Shear below which there is no detachment , Pa.

where:

tau

= Hydraulic shear of flowing water, Pa.

tau

= yrhs

y

=Density of water, N m·3

rh

= Hydrau li c radius of till, m.

(4)

=Hydraulic gradien t (slope of the till bottom).
Intertill erosion is the detachment and tran sport of sediment by raindrop splash
and shallow overland flow (Elli ot et al. , 1994). lnterti ll erosion is predicted by the
equation:
Di = Ki 12 S/f(cr)

(5)

2

where: Di is the detachment rate in kg m· s·', Ki is the in terrill erodibility in kg sm·•, I is
the rainfa ll intensity in ms·' , Sf is a slope factor, and f(c r) is a function of canopy and crop
residue. Intertill erosion has been shown to be approxi matel y proporti onal to the square
of the rai nfall intensity (Elliot et al. , 1989).
Laflen et al. (1991) measured on-site erodibilities of 36 soils (ran geland and
crop land) located in 20 different states and determined the till erodibility (Kr) , as well as
the intertill erodibility (Ki) and critical shear (TAUc). These erodibility parameters were
corre lated to measurable soi l properties, and regression equations were developed to
predict erodibili ty from these properties. The following sets of equation s provide the best
estimate for Kr, Ki , and TAUc , and are based upon extensive evaluati on of the WEPP
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cropl and and rangeland erodibilit y experimental results. For cropland soil s containing
30% (of total sample) or more sand , the equations are:
Ki = 2728000 + 192100*YFS
Kr

=0.00197 + 0.00030*YFS + 0.3863*EXP(-1.84*0rgmat)

TAUc = 2.67 + 0.065 *CLA Y- 0.058 *YFS

(6)
(7)
(8)

For cropland soil s containing less than 30% sand, the equati ons are:
Ki

=6054000 - 55130*CLA Y

Kr =0.0069 + 0.134*EXP(-0.20*CLA Y)
TAUc

=3.5

(9)

(10)
( II )

where: YFS is percent fine sand, Orgmat is percent organic matter in the surface soil , and
CLAY is percent clay. For range land soil s, the baseline erodibility equations are:
Kr = [0.000024*CLA Y - 0.000088*0rgmat - 0.00088 * B~'Y-

(12)

0.00048*Root10] + 0.0017
Ki = 1810000- 19100*SAND - 63270*0rgmat- 846000*thetarc

( 13)

TAUc = 3.23- 0.056*SAND- 0.244*0rgmat + 0.9 * B~

(14)

where: thetarc is the volumetri c water content of the soil at 0.033 MPa, B~'Y is the dry
soil bulk density (gem·\ RootlO is the total root biomass within the 0.0 to 0.1 soil zone
(kg m"2), and the other variables are as defined previously. These equations are presently
in use for estimating soil erodibilities in the WEPP model. Flanagan (1995) noted th at
equations 12, 13, and 14 may possibly predict negative values for Kr, Ki , and TAUc
when appli ed to rangeland soil s greatl y different than those in the experi mental studies.
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Elliot ( 1998 , personal communicati on) questi oned the validit y of these eq uations
for predicting Kr, Ki , and TAUc on forest roads. No studies have attempted to assess the
effec ti veness of these baseline erodibility equation s for roads located in rangel and
environments. A study by E lli ot eta!. ( 1993) used both the rangeland and crop land
erodibility eq uations to predi ct erosion from fores t roads in mesic Nati onal Forest areas in
Co lorado, Idaho , and Montana. The base line erodibility equations for both rangeland and
cropl and were used to estimate va lues of Ki , Kr, and TAUc . Cropland erodibility va lues
resulted in an overprediction of erosion rates by a factor of 10. The soils that made up the
forest roads had very little clay, and most had less than any of the cropl and soils that were
used by Laflen eta!. (1991) and Elliot eta!. ( 1993) to initially generate the baseline
erodibility equations presently internal to WEPP .
There were no significant differences between the observed and predicted
sedimen t yields when rangeland rill and interrill baseline erodibility eq uations were
used. However, it was found that the rangeland interrill erodibility values were underpredicting erosion on every plot. Elliot eta!. ( 1993) concluded that the rill erodibility
values were slightly over-predicting in order to achieve a similar total erosion rate.
Although Elliot eta!. (1993) concluded that the WEPP model may provide
reasonable estimates of runoff and erosion from forest roads, it was suggested th at further
study is necessary to determine road erodibility parameters. Specificall y, little is known
about whether or not these equations are suitable for arid rangeland environments where
c limate and soils differ, and whether or not they are suitable for determinin g both the ril l
erodibility (Kr) and the critical shear (TA Uc) of the ditch in an inslopi ng road.
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OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of thi s thesis are to predict runoff and erosion from
Ti c k ville Road into the adjacent riparian area and to provide some insight into the
influence that road erosion at Camp Williams might have on riparian health. Specific
objecti ves are to:
(l) Evaluate the effectiveness and suitability of WEPP's baseline erodibility
equations for predicting critical shear and rill and in terrill soil erodibilities for the
Tick ville Road surface and ditch. Research will focus on rill erodibilities since the
majority of erosion on Tickville Road likely occurs via this mechanism. This will be done
by comparing estimates of sediment yields off of plots on Tick ville Roc. with critical
shear, rill , and interrill erodibilities estimated using both rangeland and cropland
erodibility equations , to measured sediment yields from rainfall simulation experiments.
(2) Determine, through sensitivity analysis , which parameters in the soil and
management files are most important to accurately predicting runoff and erosion with the
Forest Applications of the WEPP model.
(3) Quantify the relative contributions of eroded sediment entering the riparian
area from the road surface and from the road ditch.
(4) Provide Camp Williams land managers with quantitative data on the amount
of sediment that is being eroded off selected segments of Tick ville Road and entering the
adjacent riparian area. This will be done using the predicti ve capabilities of the WEPP
model.
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METHODS

Study Area

The Camp W.G. Williams National Guard installation and trainin g area is located
in northcentral Utah in the Tran sverse Mo untain s (Fig. 2). The installation sits on a
terrace of the ancient Plei stocene Lake Bonne vi lle. Outwash fans from the adjoining
Oquirrh Mountain s overlie terrace soils. Camp Williams encompasses approximate ly
10, 11 8 ha in the western portion of the Transverse Mountains . The in stallati on is
bounded by the Jordan Riverto the east. Elevations range from about 1280 to 2195 m
above sea level. The climate is characterized as semiarid. Average annual precipitati on
is approximately 27.9 em. Summer rains are convective storms of high intensity and
relatively short duration.
Much of the terrain is composed of steep slopes and barren rock outcrops.
Vegetation is a mixture of shrub steppe, grass land, and woodland. Dominant species
inc lude sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), Gam bel oak (Quercus gambelii), Utah juniper

(Juniperus osteosperma), and native grasses (primarily Poa spp and Elymus spp) (Schultz
and Hysell , 1996).
Fires and grazing practices likely have altered the composition of vegetation and
wildlife at Camp Williams. Riparian areas are found in a short section along the Jordan
Ri ver and at four perennial springs. These areas are currently degraded and support an
abundance of di sturbance and introduced species (Shultz and Hysell , 1996).
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Fig. 2. Location of Camp W.G. Williams, UT.
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Information on soi ls was obtained from the soil survey indexes for the FairfieldNephi Area in Utah (Trick ier and Hallel, 1984). Soils in the Tickville Gulch study area
include those of the Deer Creek-Borvant complex, Broadhead Series, and the Wall sburgYeates Holl ow complex. All of the road plots on this study are native surfaced.
The Deer Creek Borvant complex (De D) is located on alluvial fans and consists of
very deep an d well-drained soil s. DcD soi ls are derived mainly from quamite , sandstone ,
and igneous rocks. Permeability is slow and avail ab le water capacity ranges from 15.2 to
21.6 em.
The Broadhead Series (BnD) is also a deep well-drained soi l located on alluvial
fans. BnD soils were formed in alluvium and colluvium derived from igneous rocks.
Permeability is slow and available water capacity is 20.3 to 25.4 em.
The Wallsburg-Yeates Hollow complex (WdE) occurs on footslopes and
mountainsides. Soils consist of approximately 40% very cobbly loam and 40% very
stony loam. The other 20% is composed of alluvial soils and rock outcrops. WdE soil s
are shallow and well drained. They were formed in colluvium and residuum derived
primarily from quartzite and igneous rocks. Permeability of WdE soils is moderately
slow. Available water capacity is about 1.27 to 5.08 em.
There are approximately 82 km of roads in the Tick ville watershed, which has an
area of approximately 37.1 Iun 2. If the 82 km of roads are assumed to have an average
width of approximately 6 m, then the total area of roads in Tickville basin is
approximately 49.4 ha, or 1.3% of the total Tick ville watershed area. Approximately
1.4% of Camp Williams is devoid of vegetation , due to the presence of roads.
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Drainage density, defined as the sum of all stream channe l length s divided by the
watershed area (Brooks et al. , 1991 ), affects the rapidity by which water can flow to the
outlet. The higher the drainage density, the quicker the stream flow response and higher
the peak discharge. The presence of roads in a watershed has been demon strated by Reid
( 1981) to increase the drainage density of that watershed.
The drainage area of Tickville basin is 37.1 km

2

.

The length of drainages in

Tick vi ll e basin is 15.8 km and increases to 98. 1 km when roads are included. Drainage
den sity in Tickville basin increases from 0 .000425 without roads to 0.00265 with roads.
This represents an approximate six-fold increase in drainage density in the Tick ville basin
due to the presence of roads.
The typical road prism consists of four distinct surfaces. These surfaces are the
cutslope, the roadbed, the fillslope , and the road ditch (Fig. 3). Forest and rangeland
roads are generally designed to be either outs loped , where water flow s across the road
prism and down the fill slope without concentrating, or insloped, where water flows into a
ditch and then either across the road through a waterbar or culvert (Tysdal et al. , 1997).
Long, steep, insloping sections of Tickville Road are the most troublesome with regards
to runoff and erosion into the riparian area.

Field Methodology
The three plots on Tickville Road were selected usi ng the following criteria:
visual observation and identification of problem areas, degree of proximity to Tick ville
Gulch, and personal communication with Camp Williams personnel as to which areas of
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Fig. 3. Components of a typical road prism (after Selkirk and Riley, 1996).

Tickville Road were particularly troublesome from an erosion viewpoint. The fieldwork
required for this study was pe1fom1ed during September 1997. The methods and
techniques of plot setup, rainfall simulation, and data collection were consistent from plot
to plot.
Fig. 4 shows the typical plot layout and rainfall simulator setup for the three plots.
Plot lengths were approximately 25 meters by 8 meters with a sheet-metal bordered shape
resembling that of a parallelogram. Plot lengths did not exceed 30 meters because of
equipment limitations, including riser availability and water limitations. Actual plot
specifications are given in Table 1.
Sheet metal strips approximately 122 X 21 em acted as borders and were pounded
into the ground and sealed with silicone caulk. This border enclosed the road surface and
one ditch and prevented water from flowin g onto or off the plot. A metal flume was
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Fig. 4. Aerial view of plot layout and rainfall simulator setup for all plots on
Tickville Road, Camp Williams, UT.
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Table I. Plot specifications for rainfall simulations carried out on Tick ville
Road , Camp Williams, UT.
Plot width

Plot length

Plot area

Average

(m)

(m )

(sq. m)

Plot I

Field aspect
degrees
266

8

25

205.1

slope (%)
15.1

Plot 2

320

7.3

25

174.9

5.42

Plot 3

170

6.7

25

177.7

7.64

in sta lled at the end of eac h pl ot in the ditch and was used to convey the water and
sediment coming off the road and ditch into co llection bottles.
Soi l hydrauli c conductivity (Ks) was measured in situ usi ng a dripper apparatus
(S hani et al. , 1987) adopted for rangeland environments by Dobrowolski (1994). The
dripper method was applied to three areas on the road surface and road ditch for each
plot. A weighted average, by area, was used to incorporate the average ditch conducti vity
values into one Ks value for use in the soi l file of the WEPP model (E lli ot, personal
communication 1998).
The dripper apparatus consisted of a 10-L Nalgene bottle filled with deionized
water suspended beneath a tripod, whic h was attached to a manometer (Fig. 5). A
Nalgene tube suspended from the manometer delivered a constant di sc harge of water
through button drippers, aJTanged linearly along the tube. The crank-operated tripod
allowed height adjustments of the storage bottle to control manometer leve ls, which were
calibrated to indicate di scharge rates. Differing di scharge rates were produced by the
obstruction, with a cork stopper, of a predetermined number of drippers. This all owed for
the appli cation of water at a specifi c disc harge rate to a point on the soil surface. A small
screen placed over the soil , at the point of drop impact, minimized physical disturbance of
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Fig. 5. Dripper apparatus used to measure Ks . Adopted for ran geland
en,·ironments by Dobrowol ski (199-t).
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the soil surface. At each di scharge rate , the ponded zone was measured until it reached a
constant area , at which time the diameters were measured othogonally. The area was
ca lcu lated using the equation for an ellipse. A glistening soil surface indicated the ex tent
of the ponded zone.
Water was applied at five different rates and the application rate was regressed
against the inverse radius of the ponded area to estimate Ks as the y-i ntercept (Franklin ,
1997). Estimated Ks values determined usi ng this graphical approach are based on a
two-dimensional flow equation (S hani eta!. , 1987). These two-dimensional flow
eq uations occasionally yield negative intercepts or slopes, producing negative values of
Ks. This can occur if the range of dripper discharge rates is too narrow (Shani eta!.,
1987) or if the ponded zone is incorrectly measured (Franklin, 1997). Ponded zone radii
measurements might have been inaccurate on the road and ditch surfaces because of the
lack of a flat slope on which to perform the dripper measurements. Water flowed down
the slope, making ponded zones occasionally irregular, and not elliptical in form.
Subsequently, the measurement of two orthoginal diameters and the use of the formula
for the area of an ellipse might have been a poor estimate of the ponded area in some
cases. However, Ks values obtained were very low, as expected, considering the very
high bulk densities and compacted nature of the road surface. Therefore, it was felt that
these Ks values were accurate on the road surface and ditch. It should be kept in mind
that the road surface experiences moderate traffic from National Guard vehicles as well as
heavier tracked vehicles.
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Soil samples from each pl ot were co llected ptior to simulati on using a sho ve l at 05 and 5-10 em depths from three locations along the road and ditch. The samples were
then placed in tin canisters and sealed with electrical tape to minimi ze moisture loss. The
sa mples were weighed, oven dried at 105° C, and weighed again to determine so il
moi sture content. Road surface organic matter contents were determined using the
Walkley- Bl ac k method (Nelson and Sommers, 1982).
Six soil core samples were taken from the plots prior to each dry run . Bulk
densities were determined using the core method developed by Blake and Hartge ( 1986).
The soil samples were sieved to remove the coarse particles greater than 50 mm . The
remaining soil was oven dried at 105° C for approximately 24 h. From the volume of soil
removed and recorded in the field , and the weight of the soil, determined in the
laboratory, the bulk density was calcu lated. The three samples for the road and the ditch
were averaged for each plot. Thi s average bulk density was used in the soi l file of the
WEPP mode l.
Soil samples for textural analysis also were collected from each plot alon g three
locations on the road and in the ditch. One hundred grams of the approximate 500 g of
collected soil sample was passed through a 2-mm sieve to separate out the > 2 mm sand
fraction. The remainder of the sample was analyzed for silt and clay content usin g the
hydrometer method (Gee and Bauder, 1986). Another 100-g sample was passed through
sieves to determine the percentage of very coarse, coarse, medium, fine , and very fine
sand . Contents of stones, cobbles, and grave ls were also determined. Table 2 shows the
textural charac teri stic s of each plot.
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Table 2. Textural characteristics for each rainfall simulation plot on Tickville Road, Camp Williams, UT.
Site

%Sand

Plot I road
Plot I ditch
Plot 2 road
Plot 2 ditch
Plot3 road
Plot3 ditch

61.4
60.78
49.33
61.15
58.76
52.91

%Silt
17.89
16.28
30.33
25.19
26.64
26.58

%Clay d84 (mm) d50 (mm)
20.71
4.53
1.27
22.94
3.30
1.03
0.92
20.34
3. 10
0.52
13.66
4.57
0.79
14.59
1.15
0.36
20.5 1
3.80

Soil textural name
sandy cl ay loam
sandy clay loam
loam
sandy loam
loam
sandv loam

Erosion bridges (Hudson, 1964 ), spaced every 2.5 m ( 10 total), were used to
measure the changing c hannel geometry of the ditch (Fig. 6). Steel rebar was pounded in
on either sides of the ditch and the erosion bridge was placed on the ends of the re bar and
leveled with a hand level. Measurements were taken before and after each si mul ation
event to quantify changes in ditch geometry. Wooden dowels were placed in the hol es on
the erosion bridge , which were 5.08 em on center, and levels above the bridge were
measured to the nearest lOO'h of a em. Data were entered into WinXSPro, a cross-section
c hannel analyzer (Williams and Teal , 1998) that computed the amount of sediment loss or
gain from each compared cross section . A mass balance approach was used to compute
the amount of sediment, based on cross sections alone, that left the ditch.
Slopes of the road and ditch for each plot were surveyed using a TOPCON CTS-2
transit with a stadia rod and prism. In slope of the road was measured with a hand level
and a pine board. The pine board was laid on the road surface, and with the hand le vel
resting on top, was raised until the pine board was level. The amount of ri se was
measured to the nearest 101h of a centimeter and the angle of ins lope was calc ulated using
a simple tri gonometric ri se over run formula.

Fi g. 6. Eros ion bridge on hill slopc with wooden dowel in place.

-lO
Each plot shape resem bled that of a parallelogram so that water would be
channeled more effecti ve ly to the flu me. Pl ot dimen sions were measured usin g a metri c
measuring wheel and tape measure. Dimensions of each plot were drawn to scale in
centimeters on a large sheet of paper and a calibrated digitizer was used to co mpute the
plot area in square meters.

Rainfall Simulation

Rainfall was provi ded by a Colorado State University-type simul ator (Lusby
1977) consisting of Rainjet 78C sprinkl ers mounted on top of 3m tall risers (Fig. 7). The
ri sers were placed in two parallel rows 3.5 m apart and arranged in equilateral triangles,
the hei ght of which was the same as the dimensions of the width of the road. This
arrangement resulted in a nomin al 55 mm per ho ur rainfall intensity. Sixteen risers were
required for the 25-m long plots with a water requirement of 15,140 liters for a 30-minute
app licatio n. W ater was provided by two 7570-liter pumping trucks. Each pumping truck
provided water to the eight risers located on either side of the road. W ater pressure and
rain fa ll intensity were controlled by a pressure valve at the base of each ri ser.
Two 30-min applications of the approximate 55 mm per hour inten sity were
appli ed to the plots, a dry run on existing soil moisture conditions, followed
approxi matel y 4 h later by a wet run . This intensity and duration was chosen for two
reasons. First, erosion events in thi s area are more likel y to occ ur during hi gh-i ntensity,
short-duration precipitation events. After consulting records of estimated return periods
for short -duration precipitati on in Utah (Richardson, 197 1), it was concluded that the 30-
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min inten sity of approximate ly 55 mm/h had the likelihood of occ unin g once about every
100 years. However, these records were obtained from a U. S. Weather Bureau station
approx imately 25 krn away. There are no rainfall data for Camp Willi ams; therefore , the
c losest weather station (Upper American Fork Peak, UT), approximate ly 25 km away,
was chosen for estimating return peri ods for short-duration precipitation , because of it s
similar e levation and close proximity to Camp Williams. Topography exerts a
tremendous effect on precipitation events on Camp Williams. It was observed that
inten se rain could fall over one area, whi le over another area, approximately 3.2 km
away, no precipitation occurred. Secondly, in order to make comparisons wit h other
studies of this nature, it was necessary to use a common ly utilized inten sity and duration.
The literature reports studies th at use an approximate SO mm/h storm (Elli ot et al. , 1993;
Laflen et al. , 1991 ; Hart, 1984 ).
Both recording and non -recording wedge gauges were located in a grid over the
pl ot section (Fig. 4). The volume of water collected in the wedge gauges was recorded
after each simulation. These measurements were compared to the recording rain gauge
records in order to evaluate uniformity of rainfall coverage. The recording rain gauges
pro vided intensity data for each minute of simulation.
Sediment samp les were collected in !-liter nalgene bottles at 1-min intervals from
beginning to end of runoff. Exact time of collection was measured on a stop watc h and
times to ponding, overland flow , and runoff from the flume were noted . The fo llowi ng
procedure was used to calculate the concentration of sediment co llected in the bottles.
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Fig. 7. Rainfall simulation over plot 1, Tickville Road , Camp Williams, UT.
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(I) Sediment in bottles was allowed to sett le.
(2) Excess water was siphoned out of the sample bottles.
(3) Bottles were dried at 60° C for approximate ly 24 hours.
(4) Bottles with sediment were weighed dry.
(5) Sediment was removed for textural analysis and bottles were washed and
dried.
(6) Weights of the cleaned bottles were recorded.
Runoff was measured by recording the water level at the mouth and near the
opening of the flume at the same times that sediment samples were collected. Water level
in the flume was measured, in tenths of a centimeter, with a metric measuring stick. The
slope of the flume was calculated using the same technique as was used to measure the
slope of the ins loped road surface. Runoff volumes were to be initially calcu lated using
stage-di scharge relationships for eac h flume developed at the Utah State University Water
Research Laboratory in Logan , Utah , but problems occurred with sedi ment buildup in the
mouths of the flumes.

WEPP Forest Applications

Erosion from Tickville road was predicted using the WEPP Hill slope model with
the Forest Files attached. The WEPP Forest Files are a series of input files developed by
Forest Service scientists and engi neers to model some typical forest conditions which
co mmonly lead to soil erosion , includi ng roads, skid trai ls, harvesting activities, and fires
(Elliot and Hall , !997).
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Pl ots alo ng Tickville Road were insloped, and were best modeled usin g the WEPP
in slope road detail (Fig. 8) and the in s lope fi les of WEPP Forest Applicati ons The
inslupe.mmz fi le was used to mode l the road as a large ridge and the ditc h as a furrow

syste m wi th a bladin g operation on the surface . The ins/ope. sol fi le desc ribed the rill
erodibility of the ditch and the interri ll erodibilit y of the road. The ins/ope. sip file was
used to describe the lengt h and slope relationships of the road ditch gradi ent.

Fig. 8. WEPP insloped road detail (after Elliot and Hall, 1997). Figure shows how
WEPP co nceptualizes plot layouts on Tickville Road, Camp Williams, UT.
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Elli ot and Hall (1997) has pub li shed suggested values for fore st soil files if no
ot her soil s in fo rm ation ex ists and has also recommended initial conditi ons fo r fore st
sit uati ons in the management fil e. A sensiti vity anal ys is was performed on all of the
management file parameters in order to better determine the WEPP mode ls sensiti vit y
wi th regards to predicti ons of run off and sediment yie lds in these semi arid conditi ons.
Most of the file parameters necessary to build the mode l were either meas ured in the
fiel d, doc umented from observations or photographs, di sclosed by Camp Willi ams
personne l, or estimated usi ng sound hydrologic reasoning.

WEPP Simulations

WEPP Version 98.4, with the attached Forest Application s, was used for all
simul ations. A single storm c limate file was specified for each rain fall event to have an
average intensity and duration equal to that of the rain fa ll simulator. The remaining soil ,
slope, and management files were built using data co llected in the field, informati on
gathered from Camp Williams personnel, and suggested values from several model
developers (Elli ot, 1998, personal communi cation; and Nearing, 1998, personal
communication). Each run (dry and wet) required separate climate, soil , slope, and
management files to be built. Table 3 summari zes the required input parameters for eac h
of the fil es. All of the input requirements for the slo pe , soil , and climate file s are
obtainable from fi eld data collection. In put requirements for the man agement file can be
acc urately obtained from either field observations or from values suggested by E lli ot et a!.
( 1995 ).
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Table 3. Requirements for WEPP Forest Applications (after Elliot and Hall, 1997).
In ut fil e
Slo pe

Co ntents
Field aspect. profile width. profile steepness. length of plot.

Soil

Number of soil laye rs, for each la ye r: soil name. texture class, soil albedo.
%so il
..n ati o n, interrill erodbilit y o f road surface . rill erodibility and critica l
shear of road ditch , hydraulic co nductivity of road surface, WEPP adj ustin g
for hydraulic conductivity (yes or no), thickness o f layer. % sa nd. c lay. orga ni c
matter. Cation Exchange Capac ity (C EC). % rock fragments.

Climate

C limate station , storm type (for thi s study-si ngle storm simulatio n), date of
storm. design storm amoun t. storm duration. % of duration to peak intensity.
maximum intensit y.

Manage ment

Initial road surface conditi ons: bulk den sity, ca no py cove r, da ys since last
tillage. days si nce last harvest. initial interrill cover, cumulati ve rainfall since
last till age. initial rid ge height (s lo pe of ins lo ped road), initial rill cover. ridge
roughness. rill spacing, depth of thaw, depth of secondary ti llage layer. depth
of primary tillage laye r. initial ri ll widt h, initial dead rootmass, submerged residue
root mass.

Slope File

The WEPP model requires information about the landscape geometry, which is
entered by way of the slope input file (Flanagan and Livingston 1995). Required
information includes slope orientation, length , width, and steepness at points down the
profile.
The slope file of the ins loped road template describes the length and slope
relationships of the road ditch gradient. Slope length and steepness for each plot were
obtained by surveying. A hand-held compass provided slope orientation. Slope width
was measured with a metric tape . The slope information for each plot is given in Table 4.
Because all plots were to some degree insloped, slopes were surveyed on the right side,
left side, and middle of the road. These were then averaged together to come up with one
set of slope data for the WEPP model.
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Table 4. Slope information for each rainfall simulation plot on Tick ville Road,
Camp Williams, UT.
Plot I
%length

Plot 2

%slope

o/o length

Plot 3
%slope

% length

%slope

0
20

13.3

20

7.98

20

7.87

40

14

40

6.42

40

6.92

60

15.4

60

5.18

60

7.95

80

17.3

80

4.1

80

7.98

100

15.6

100

3.44

100

7.49

avg. slope

15.12%

avg. slope

5.42%

avg. slope

7.64%

Soil File

The following soil physical and hydrological parameters were necessary to build
the soil file for each plot: Soil texture class, soil albedo,% saturation, Ki, Kr, TAUc ,
hydraulic conductivity,% sand,% clay,% organic matter, CEC, and% rock fragment s.
Soil textural class, as well as% sand, %clay, and% rock fragments were
obtained from particle size analysis of the road and ditch samples. Soil albedo is the
fraction of solar radiation which is reflected back to the atmosphere. It is used to estimate
the net radiation reaching the soil surface, which is then used in the evapotranspiration
calculations within the WEPP water balance routines (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995).
For single storm simulations (30 min), such as those used in this thesis , soil albedo is not
a particularly important parameter. Therefore, an estimate of 20% (Elliot et al., 1997)
was used for model input. A sensitivity analysis later confirmed the relative
unimportance of this parameter in WEPP for predictions of runoff and sediment yields.
Percent soil saturation on each plot, for both dry and wet runs, was obtained from
soil moisture analysis. This value describes the fraction of the porosity on the plots filled
by water at the beginning of each simulation (Flanagan and Livingstion , 1995). Interrill
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(Ki ) an d rill (Kr) erodi bili ties , and cri tical shear (TAUc) were obtai ned usin g eq uati ons 5,
6, 7, II , 12, and 13. Both rangeland and cropl and equations were used. Hydrauli c
conductivity for eac h plot was measured wi th the dripper apparatus as described
prev io usly. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) is the quantity of cations adsorbed on soil
partic le surfaces per unit of mass of the soil under chemi cally neutral conditi ons and is
used in the WEPP model to estimate base line effect ive hydraulic conductivity (Flanagan ,
1995). However, in single storm simulations where hydraulic conducti vities have al ready
been measured, it is not a significant parameter. The soil file also gives the user the
opti on of allowing WEPP to adj ust the hydraulic conducti vity or not. If the user does not
have any other soil hydraulic conductivity data, a value of "0" can be entered and the
mode l automatically adjusts hydraulic conductivity values within the continuous
simulation calculations as a fun ction of soi l management and plant characteri stics.
Again , since a single simulation storm was used in thi s thesis, and Ks values were
measured in the field , WEPP was not all owed to adj ust for hydrauli c conductivity. Table
5 shows the soil files that were bui lt in the Forest Applications of WEPP for each plot.

Management File

The management file in the insloped road template describes each plots
management and plant growth parameters. The road is modeled as a large ridge and the
ditch as a furrow system with a blading operation on the surface. Several of the
parameters in the management file were suspected of having a notable influence on runoff
and erosion processes in WEPP . Therefore, it was important to , as accurately as possible,
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Table 5. WEPP insloped soil files built for each rainfall simulation plot on
Tick ville Road, Camp Williams, UT.
Parameter
soil name
textural class
soil albedo
so il saturation
Ki

Units
nla
nla
%
%

TAUc

kgs/m
s/m
N/m"

c: ufsoillayers

""'

nunlhr
nla

thickness of layer
WEPP adj. for Ks

yes/no

Kr

sand

%

clay
organic matter

%

CEC
rock fragments

Plot I (value)
Walls burg-Yeats Hollow
sandy loam
20
3.1 dry/ 19.5 wet
5901492
0.0444
H2
0.36
I
500

llJot 2 (value)
Broadhead loam
loam
20
8 ..1 dry/11.9 wet
6984936
0.0489
1.955
0.30

61.4
20.7
0
19.93
40

49.3
20.3
0
19.93
25

%
meq/IOOg
%

500

Plot 3 (va lue)
Deer Creek Borvant
loam

20
4.2 dry/8 ..1 wet
8024197
0.0492
1.95
0.24
I
500

no
50.7
17.7
0

19.93
40

measure these parameters. Much of WEPP's baseline data was acquired in agricultural
systems. Subsequently, many of the management parameters are not particularly suited
for road conditions. However, sensitivity analysis showed that those parameters not
particularly suited for road conditions did not have a significant effect on WEPP
predicted runoff and sediment yields. Elliot and Hall (1997) have attempted to describe
road conditions using this initially agricultural format and have presented some suggested
values for users attempting to descri be these conditions. Because the in slope road
template developed by Elliot and Hall (1997) model the road as a large ridge and the ditch
as a furrow system, it was postulated that these values are good estimates of road
conditions . However, each simulation in this thesis was modeled differently and values
were changed based on field measurements, before and after photographs, and
communi cation with Camp Williams personnel. The parameter values that were chosen
for each simulation are described below (Tables 6-8) and their source or justification is
given for each of these values.
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Table 6. Parameters, source, and justification used in the initial conditions section of
the management file in WEPP Forest Applications (plot 1).
Variable
bulk density
canopy cover
days since last tillage
days since last harvest
initial interrill cover
cum. rainfall since last tillage
initial ridge ht. (slope of insloped road )
initial rill cover
ridge roughness
rill spacing
depth of thaw
depth of secondary tillage laye r
depth of primary tillage layer
initial rill width
initial dead rootmass
submerged residue root mass

Units
glee
%
days
days
%
mm
m
%
m
m
m
m
m
m
%
%

Value
1.6
0
60
183
0
65d/88.6w
0.482
0
0.01
2d/0.66w
0
0.1
0.2
0.05
0

0

Source/justification
field data
field data
Camp Williams personnel
Camp Williams personnel
field data
Bingham UT, Cligen da ta
field data
field data
field data/estimated
field data/photographs of plot
n/a in summer
Elliot (1997)
Elliot (1997)
photographs of plot
field data
field data

t W designates "wet run", D designates "dry run".
Table 7. Parameters, source, and justification used in the initial conditions section
of the management file in WEPP Forest Applications (plot 2).
Variable
bulk density
canopy cover
days since last tillage
days since last harvest
initial interrill cover
cum. rainfall since last tillage
initial ridge ht. (slope of insloped road)
initial rill cover
ridge roughness
rill spacing
depth of thaw
depth of secondary tillage layer
depth of primary tillage layer
initial rill width
initial dead rootmass
submerged residue root mass

Units
glee
%
days
days
%

mm
m
%
m
m
m
m
m
m
%
o/o

Value
Source/justification
field data
1.72
field data
0
Camp Williams personnel
60
Camp Williams personnel
183
field data
0
Bingham UT, Cligen data
65d/96.8w
field data
0.44
field data
0
field data/estimated
0.001d/0.006w
field data/photographs of plot
3.65
n/a in summer
0
Elliot (1997)
0.1
Elliot (1997)
0.2
photographs of plot
0
field data
0
field data
0

t W designates "wet run", D designates "dry run".
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Table 8. Parameters, source, and justification used in the initial conditions section
of the management file in WEPP Forest Applications (plot 3).
Variable
bulk density
canopy cover
days since last tillage
days since last harvest
initial interrill cover
cum. rainfall since last tillage
1itial ridge ht. (slope of insloped roa<
initial rill cover
ridge roughness
rill spacing
depth of thaw
depth of secondary tillage layer
depth of primary tillage laye r
initial rill width
initial dead rootmass
submerged residue root mass

Units
glee
%
days
days
%
mm
m
%

m
m
m
m
m
m
%
%

Value
Source/justification
1.78
field data
0
field data
35
Camp Williams personnel
Camp Willia ms personnel
183
0
field data
32.5d/62.7w
Bingham UT, C ligen data
field data
0.345
field data
0
field data/estimated
0.001
3.35d/l.Ow field data/photographs of plot
0
n/a in summer
0.1
Elliot (1997)
0.2
Elliot (1997)
photographs of plot
0
field data
0
field data
0

t W designates "wet run", D designates "dry run".
Plot 1
Canopy cover on plot l was "zero," as vegetation neither covered nor formed a
canopy over the road surface. Days since last tillage for both si mulations was set at 60.
Maintenance crews at Camp Williams disclosed that Tickville Road had been regraded
approximate ly 2 month s (60 d) prior to my rainfall si mulation experiments. Because of
the steep slopes on plot l , till s were present at the beginning of my simu lati ons. With
regards to WEPP' s operational structure, blading operations on a road surface are
analogous to tillage operations in agric ultural setti ngs (E lliot, 1998, personal
communication). This is because both practices disturb the soil surface. Road blading
generates fres h sediment on the road and in the ditch, which then becomes available for
transport.
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Days since last harvest for both simulati ons was set to 183 . as it was found that
T ic k ville road is graded approximatel y twice a year (365 days). Initial inte rrill cover
desc ribes any co ver, including vegetation or gra vel on the road surface. The re was
essentially no in terrill cover on plot I . Cumulative rainfall since last tillage (60 days) was
approximately 65 mm for the dry run . Thi s value was obtained from 37 years of observed
monthl y precipitation data from the Bingham, Utah weather station. Average
precipitation for the months of July and August were added together for a total o f 65 mm.
For the wet simulation , the amount of rain from the dry simulation , which was 23 .6 mm ,
was added to 65 mm, for a total of 88.6 mm. Initial ridge height , or slope of the in sloped
road, for plot I was approximately 0.482 m. The method for obtaining this value was
described previously. It should be noted that a 0.482 meter rise over a run (plot width) of
8 m, represents a 6% slope. This value is low and it was postulated that little water
would flow directly off the plot along the width of the road, and into the ditch . Most flow
was expected to travel down the road lengthwi se via rill c hannels.
The initial rill cover for plot 1 was essentially "zero. " The same reasoning which
applied to the procurement of the initial in terrill cover applied to this parameter as well.
Ridge roughness for plot 1 was estimated from visual observation. Ridge roughness
describes the " roughness" of the road surface. It is a number which quantitatively
describes the irregularities of the road surface in meters. A number of .0 I m ( 1 em) was
ass igned to both dry and wet runs . For a level road surface ("zero line" ), a 1-cm ridge
roughness would be analogous to a overlaying a sine curve with an amplitude of 1 e m o n
the " zero line" of the road. Thi s number potentially affects WEPP' s ability to predict
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ti mes to ponding and overland flo w. Because of rill fo rmation s, the road surface on plot
I was estimated to have a hi gher value of ridge roughness that plots 2 and 3.
Rill spacing was set at 2m for plot I dry, as there were approxi matel y four over
an 8 m width . It was observed in the field and from photographs that approximately 12
rill s ran the length of the plot after the dry simul ati on, making the rill spacin g now 0.66 m
for the wet simulation. Depth of thaw was "zero" for all plots , as thi s parameter was not
applicable for single storm simul ation s in the summer.
Both the depth of primary and secondary tillage layers were set to 0 .2 and 0.1 m,
respectively, for plot I. These numbers were taken from Elliot and Hall (1997). Initial
rill width was set to "zero" for all plot simulations. WEPP adjusts this number internally
(Elliot, 1998, personal communication). Both initial dead rootmass and submerged
residue root mass were estimated to be "zero" for plot I. For parameter values which
applied to all plots, the same reasoning and justification as was described for plot I
applies to plots 2 and 3.

Plot 2

Canopy cover on plot 2 was set at "zero. " Days since last tillage for both
simulations was set at 60.
Days since last harvest for both simulations was set at 183 . Initial intenill cover
was set to "zero" on plot 2. Cumulative rainfall since last tillage (60 days) was
approximatel y 65 mm for the dry run . For the wet simulation , the amount of rain from
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the dry simul ation , wh ich was 3 1. 75 mm , was added to 65 mm , for a total of 96.8 mm .
Initial ridge height, or slope of the ins loped road , for plot 2 was approximately 0.440 m.
The initial rill cover for plot 2 was set at "zero." Ridge roughness for plot was
estimated from visual observation as 0.00 I m and 0.006 m for the dry and wet run ,
respectively. It was noted that after the dry run the plot looked less smooth. This
increased roughness could possibly be due to both raindrop impact and variable flow
patterns on the road surface.
Rill spacing was set at 3.65 m for the dry run in plot 2. It was observed that two
rill s, which were actually tire tread marks, ran the length of the plot with a width of 7.3
m. Although these tread marks were fairly inconspicuous, they still represented
preferential flow paths for runoff from the plot. No new rills formed on plot 2 but it was
observed that the tread marks did indeed channel flow off the plot and so a value of 3.65
was again justified for use in the plot 2 wet simulation management file. Depth of thaw
was "zero" for all plots, as this parameter was not applicable for single storm simul ations
in the summer.
Both the depth of primary and secondary tillage layers were set to 0.2 and 0.1 m
respectively, for plot 2. These numbers were taken from Elliot and Hall ( 1997). Initial
rill width was set to "zero" for all plot si mulations. WEPP adjusts this number internally
(Elliot, 1998, personal communication). Both initial dead rootmass and submerged
residue root mass were estimated to be "zero" for plot 2.
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Plot 3

Canopy cover on plot 3 was set at "zero. " Days since last tillage for both
simulations was set to 35. This departure from the value of 60 for the previous plots was
due to the heavy military vehicle traffic that occurred approximately one month prior to
simulation s. Tanks and other heavy equipment were previously moved along that section
of road for a training exercise.
Days si nce last harvest for both simulations was set at 183. Initial in terrill cover
was "zero" on plot 3. Cumulative rainfall since last tillage (35 days) was set to 32.5 mm
for the dry run. For the wet simulation, the amount of rain from the dry simulation ,
which was 30.20 mm , was added to 32.5 mm, for a total of 62.7 mm. Initial ridge height,
or slope of the ins loped road , for plot 3 was approximately 0.382 m.
The initial rill cover for plot 3 was set at "zero." Ridge roughness for plot 3 dry
and wet was set to 0 .0001. No adjustment for ridge roughness after the dry run was
deemed necessary.
On plot 3 with a width of 6.7 m, the two tire treads were treated as rill s, making
the rill spacing 3.35 m for the dry run. Very small rills were observed to have formed
after the dry run and the number of rills was estimated to be approximately 6 for the wet
run. Depth of thaw was "zero" for plot 3, as this parameter was not app licable for single
storm simulations in the summer.
Both the depth of primary and secondary tillage layers were set to 0.2 and 0 .1 m,
respectively, for plot 3. These numbers were taken from Elliot and Hall (1997). Initial
rill width was set to "zero" for both simul ati ons. WEPP adjusts thi s number internally
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(Elliot, 1998, personal communication). Both initial dead rootmass and submerged
residue root mass were estimated to be "zero" for plot 3.
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RESUL TSIDISCUSSION

Rainfall and Storm Characteristics

Storm characteristics and hydrologic response for each rainfall simulation are
gi ven in Table 9. Plots I wet and 2 dry received the greatest amount of rainfall , measured
as 31.75 mm in 30 min , while Plot 3 wet received the least rainfall , measured as 19.38
mm in 30 min. Despite efforts to keep simulated rainfall intensity consistent on all six
runs , vari ables such as wind, the occasional clogging of the Rainjet sprinkler heads, and
the slope of the plot in relation to the location of the pumping trucks all affected rainfall
inten sities. Consequently, only two of the six runs (plot I wet and plot 2 dry) received the
same rainfall intensity for the 30-min simulation. This makes comparisons of runoff and
sediment yield between plots difficult. However, in regards to addressing specific study
objectives , the variabilities in simul ated rainfall intensities were not a concern .

Table 9. Storm characteristics and hydrologic response for each rainfall simulation
on Tickville Road, Caml! Williams, UT.
characteristics

Plot

ldr~

Plot I wet Plot 2 dr~ Plot 2 wet Plot 3 dr~

Plot 3 wet

rainfall amount (mm)

23.62

31.75

31.75

27.69

30.23

rainfall duration (min)

28

30

30

30

30

30

max. rainfall intensity (nunlhr)

47.24

63.5

63.5

55.38

60.46

38.76

time to ponding (sec)

76

100

WEPP predicted time to ponding (sec)
time to overland flow (sec)

94

19.38

41

63

61

48

4.8

10

13

7.4

17

53

84

73

80

125

time to runoff into flume (sec)

210

101

134

131

ISO

202

measured runoff amount (nun)

21.27

29.68

29.83

26.78

28.51

17.29

WEPP predicted runoff amount (nun)

21.12

19.32

27.90

23.80

27.18

16.38

percent runoff [(runoff/rainfall)*lOO]

90.1

93.5

94.0

96.7

94.3

89.2

runoff duration (min)

n/a

37.00

33.86

35.89

35.89

33.70

28.71

32.00

33.00

34.00

33.00

33.00

WEPP

~redicted

runoff duration (min)
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Runoff

Large amounts of sediment built up in the mouth of the flumes durin g all
si mul ati o ns. Thi s made it difficult to recreate condition s necessary for development of
stage-discharge relationships for the flum es at the USU Water Research Laboratory.
Regardless of the amount of sediment in the flume , water stages were fairly uniform once
runoff began. This uniformity in water stages suggested that deposi tion in the fl ume
quickly reached an equilibrium state and although it affected water leve ls in the flume , it
did so consistently. Another method was necessary, however, to construct a runoff
hydro graph that could be coupled with sediment concentrations and produce sediment
yields for the simulations.
The stable section of the runoff hydro graph was calculated for each plot by
subtracting the amount of water that infi ltrated into the plot from the amount of water
added to the plot by the rainfall simulator. This method has been used by Bl ackburn
(1 975), Bl ackburn et al. (1990), and Yu et al. ( 1997), among others, to accurately obtain
both infiltration and runoff values. The Ks value (mm/min), measured by the dripper
apparatus, was subtracted from the average of the rainfall amounts (mrn/min), as
measured by the three recording raingauges, to give a runoff value in mm/min. I illustrate
thi s below with data taken from thi s study :

(Rainfall ) 0.847 mm/min - (Ks) 0 .006 mmlmin = 0 .841 mm/min (Runoff)

Thi s va lue was multiplied by the plot area, converted to liters per minute, and was
calculated fo r the stable porti on of each hydro graph. T hi s method assumes fairl y littl e
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time delay between rainfall appli cation and runoff generation once ponding and overland
flow occurred. This was observed to be the case in all six simulation s.
The rising and falling limbs of the runoff hydro graph were calculated from stagedischarge relationships of the flume s. It was observed that during the rising stages, no
sediment had yet built up in the flume and field conditions (i.e., sediment accumulation in
the flume) could be accurately replicated, and flow volumes calculated. Flows were low
during the falling limb of the runoff hydrograph as well, and the sediment in the flume
was cleared out by hand. This produced conditions similar to those of the ri sing limb and
the same techniques were used to acquire flow volumes.
In summary, the main section of the runoff hydrograph was constructed using
recording rain gauge data and infiltration data for each plot. The rising and falling limbs
of the hydrograph were constructed using stage-discharge relationships from calibrated
flumes . These three sections were combined to produce one runoff hydrograph for each
simulation.
Runoff characteristics and compari sons of predicted and observed runoff for each
of the six rainfall simulations are shown in Table 9. There was an excellent correlation
between predicted and observed total runoff volumes for all simulations, as indicated by
an R2 of 0.96 (Fig. 9). The differences between predicted and measured were greater than
10% only for plot 2 wet; otherwise, the average difference between predicted and
measured for all six simulations was 4 .9 %. For all simulations, WEPP predicted total
runoff volumes were slightly less th an those measured.
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of predicted and observed runoff for all six rainfall
simulations on Tickville Road, Camp Williams, UT.

Two reasons are presented to exp lai n why predicted and measured runoff amounts
ditlered, but also why predicted total runoff amounts differed so little from those
calculated from the field data. First, plots were both hydrologically contained and
controlled. The small plots excluded hydrologi c processes (i.e., runoff direction ,
flowpaths, and final cessation of fl ow) that would have normall y occurred over the entire
road pri sm had they not been contained by sheet metal borders. Also, on ly one ditch was
all owed to contribute to runoff. The contributing area for plot I in this study was
approximately 205 m 2 In any normal , runoff-producing rain event, the entire
contributing area (in which the riparian area receives the runoff) is much larger, and was
measured to be approximately 3150 m 2 All runoff was controlled and funneled into the
flumes . Without the containment and direction of runoff into the flume s, much of it
like ly wou ld have continued down the road surface until it reached a low point on the
road.
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Second ly, large differences between measured and predicted runo ff were not
expected because of the very low hydrauli c conductivities of the plot surfaces compared
to the intensity and uniformity of the simulated rainfall. The plot surfaces were ext reme ly
compacted (average road surface bu lk density was 1.7 g/c m 3) and with low Ks values
(average road surface Ks value was 0 .03 mm/hr co mpared to average Ks values on Camp
Williams control hill slopes by Bartsch [ 1998] was 72.6 mm/hr) combined wit h much
hi gher rain intensities , it was expected that much of the water applied wou ld run off the
plots. In additi on, plots were, for the most part , spatially homogeneous and large
variabiliti es in soil physical and hydrological conditions were neither expected nor
measured. Under conditions of lower rainfall amounts, higher conductivities, or a greater
spatial variability of conductivities on the road surface, greater discrepancies between
meas ured and predicted runoff might be ex pected.
WEPP underpredicted times to ponding by 84.5%. Hydraulic conductivities
measured using the dripper apparatus adopted for rangeland environments by
Dobrowolski (1994) on Tickville Road were found to be consistently low . With these
very low measured hydraulic conductivities entered into the model , WEPP predicted th at
time to ponding would occur immedi ately (approximately 10 seconds on average) after
rai nfall began . Even though measured hydraulic conductivities were consistent with other
val ues obtained on road surfaces by Elliot et al. ( 1993), Morfin et al. ( 1996) , and Elli ot
and Hall (1997), they were very site-spec ific on the road surface. Thi s means that Ks
values obtai ned fro m wetted circles approximate ly 20 em in diameter (site specific) were
extrapolated over a 200-m 2 pl ot. Thi s is obviously a source of error on my plots, albeit
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small . It is likely that Ks values were not , as WEPP modeled, the same everywhere on
the plot. There likely was some heterogeneity of Ks values on the plot. which accounted
for the differences in times to ponding between predicted and measured values. Had the
entire plot had such low conductivities, ponding would have likely occurred as soon as
WEPP predicted. The value of Ks is an important parameter in the WEPP model, as it
control s runoff amounts and subseq uent erosion via soil detachment by flowin g water.
However, these small differences in times to ponding between predicted and measured
are little importance in this study because total runoff amounts between predicted and
measured were very close.
The differences between calculated and predicted runoff characteristics lie in the
shapes of the hydrographs. Runoff hydro graphs were calculated using rainfall inten sity
data collected every minute by the recording raingauges. Inconsistencies in rainfall were
recorded by the raingauges, and scatter in the runoff hydrograph is a direct result. Recall
equation 15 , which was used to calculate runoff volumes per minute. Slight variations in
rainfall translate into slight variations in runoff. In order to more closely examine these
hydrographs, the individual observations, which made up the stable part of the
hydrograph , were averaged to reduce scatter caused by rainfall inconsistencies. These
"averaged" hydrographs were then compared to WEPP predicted runoff hydrographs (Fig.
10). A comparison of the averaged parts of the hydrographs showed that WEPP
consistently underpredicted runoff volumes by approximately 7%. It should be noted
however, that total runoff volumes (stable portion+ rising & falling limbs) are fairly
close (4 .9%), so WEPP underpredicted the stable portion of the hydrograph and tended to
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plot2wet

160
plot3wet

Fig. 10. Comparisons between "averaged" hydrographs and WEPP predicted
hydrographs for all six rainfa ll simulations on Tickville Road, Camp Williams,
UT. Horizontal (Y) axis is time in minutes. Vertical (X) axis is in liters per
minute.
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overpredi ct the rising and fallin g limbs. The discrepancies in total runoff are due , agai n,
to the hydrologic containment of the plots. All generated runoff was forced into the
flume s. In reality, some of thi s runoff would have been lost along other parts of the road
pri sm. Because it was measured, it resulted in more runoff than WEPP predicted, and
spatially, because the downs lope of the road was greater than the ins lope, not all the
runoff was modeled to flow into the ditch.

WEPP Erodibility Equations

Table 10 shows calculated values of Kr, K.i , and TAUc using both rangeland and crop land
erodibility equations from the WEPP User Summary (Flanagan and Livingston , 1995).
Values of Kr, calculated using the cropland equations, were dependent entirely on percent
organ ic matter (OM) and, to a smaller degree , percent very fine sand (Figs . 11 and 12).
Bartsch (1998) found OM contents on Camp Williams to range from 3.2% to 6.1 %.
These values were obtained from soil samples located on military, burned, grazed, and
control (no treatment) hillslopes. Percent OM on the road surface and ditch was assumed
to be "zero" and this value was used to estimate Kr values in this study. Percent organic
matter was calculated using the Walkley-Black method and is as follows: Plot 1--1.29%,
Plot 2--0.92 %, and Plot 3--1.25%. The assumption of "zero" OM on the road surface
may or may not be correct since very small changes (be low 1%) in the OM content of the
soil have a substantial effect on Kr values (Fig. 11 ). Elliot and Hall ( 1997) have
recommended that users modeling road erosion use an organic matter value of "zero. "
Also, it is speculated that because of the ex tremely compacted nature of the road
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Table 10. Calculated values of Kr, Ki, and TAUc using both rangeland and
cropland erodibility equations (as well as "zero" for OM) as given in the WEPP
User Summary (Flanagan and Livingston, 1995).
Site
Ki, kg stm" (road)
Kr, s/m (ditch)
TAUc, Pa (ditch)
Plot I

Range
422376

Plot 2

657143

6984936*

Plot 3

643665

8024197*

Range
0.001067

Crop
5901492*

Crop
0.04434*

Range
1.037

0.000548

0.048892*

1.319

1.96*

0.000745

0.049228*

1.247

1.95*

Crop
3.42*

t * indicates value used in all WEPP simul ations in thi s study.
surface, O M contents would like ly have little to do with Kr values on road surfaces.
Recall , that these equation s were deri ved from agricultural and rangel and data, not road
surface data. Therefore, it sho uld be expected that percent OM generates large
di fferences in Kr values in agricultural settings but not highly compacted road surfaces.
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Fig. 11. Values of Kr (for plot 1) as a result of changes in percent organic matter
content (using cropland erodibility equations given in the WEPP User
Summary). Percent VFS held constant at 12.8 % .
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Fig. 12. Values of Kr (for plot 1) as a result of changes in percent very fine sand
(using cropland erodibility equations given in WEPP User Summary). Percent
OM held constant at 0% .

Sediment Yields
The sediment yield, for each rainfall simulation , from each of the plots was
calculated by multiplying runoff generated from the plot by the measured sediment
concentrations. These values were computed for each minute of simu lation, added, and
divided by the plot area to get a value in g/m 2 The final value of sediment loss from each
plot is given in kglm 2
Calculated sediment yields for plot I dry are likely in error due to problems
measuring runoff during the first simulation. The initial method chosen to collect and
measure runoff was inadequate and we were not ab le to keep up wi th the large runoff and
sediment volumes. Roughly 10 min into the simulation , rainfall was stopped and a new
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method was chosen to collect sediment samples and measure runoff volumes.
Approximately 25 min later, simul ation resumed and runoff and sediment amounts were
added from both sections of the simulation.
The particle size distribution of material produced by the three plots varied. Table
II shows textural characteristics of the runoff from each simulation. On al l plots , sand
co mposed approximately SO% or more of the pre-simulation textural sample taken. The
proportion of sand-sized particles produced by a road segment proved to be rel ated to
gradient of the road segment (Fig. 13). The steepest plot (plot I) produced an average of
50% sand by weight , while the proportion of sediment of this size flu shed from road
segments with an average slope of 5.4% (plot 2) was 26.7 %. Plot 3, with an average
slope of 7.6%, produced approximately 40% sand by weight
Predicted and observed sediment yie lds are presented in Table 12 . When using
Kr, Ki, and TAUc as predicted by rangeland methods, predicted sediment yields differed
from those calculated, on average , by 82% (not including plot l dry). Predicted sediment
yields differed by only 15.8% (not including plot l dry) compared to calculated sediment
yie lds, when using the cropland erodibility equations to predict Kr, Ki , and TAUc. When
results from plot 1 dry were included, there was a poor correlation, between predicted and
observed sediment yields as indicated by an R2 ofO.SS. This was attributed to error in
runoff measurement during this simul ation. Still , there was an excellent corre lation
between predicted and calculated sediment yields for the last five simulations, as
indicated by an R 2 of0.97. Higher sediment yields were expected on plot l , whi ch had
the highest slopes of any plots (average slope of 15.1 %). However, because rainfall
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intensiti es on plots differed (except for plot l wet and plot 2 dry) , compari sons of
sediment yields off each plot were neither useful nor pertinent to study objectives.

Table l L Textural characteristics of runoff from each rainfall simulation on
Tickville Road, Cam~ Williams, UT,
Site
(textural characteristics)

Percent sand, silt, and clay

or runoff
% eta~

o/o sand

%silt

Plot I dry

6.6

38.5

54.94

(61.4 % sand)

52.6

16.9

30.54
37.54

minutes into simulation

(17.9% sill )

10

45.87

16.6

(20.7% clay )

20

31.87

25.6

42.54

30

45.8

19.3

34.94

59.4

13.46

27.14

64.1

9.53

26.34

Plot 1 wet

10

55.5

13.93

30.54

20

38.8

22.26

38.94

30

55.4

14.06

30.54

Plot 2 dry

14.1

(49.3% sand)

20

34.93
34.66

45.34

50.94

(30.3 % sill)

10

24

35.59

40.34

(20.4 % clay)

20

29.5

30.33

40.14

30

24.2

33.26

42.54
43.54

24

32.46

24.5

29.05

46.49

27

35.26

37.74

20

20

39.39

40.54

30

30

31.19

38.54

Plot 3 dry

8.93

44.93

46. 14

(50.4% sand)

57.13

16.93

25.94

29.46

32.54

20

38
50.73

20.13

29. 14

30

44

25.06

30.94

Plot 2 wet

10

(3 1.9% sill)
(17.7% clay)

10

Plot 3 wet

45.5

27.07

27.44

44.5

22.79

32.74
34.54

10

36.3

29.13

20

44.9

26.93

28.14

30

45.7

24.13

30.14
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Fig. 13. Proportion of sediment composed of sand-sized particles for each plot as a
function of road gradient. Data points represent textural characteristics for S,
10, 20, and 30 minutes into runoff.

Table 12. Comparison of predicted and observed sediment yields for all rainfall
simulation plots on Tickville Road, Camp Williams, UT. (scl=sandy clay loam
l=loam)
Site

Measured

and

Rainfall

Rainfall

Sediment

Predicted Sediment Yields
(using cropland eqns.)

(using rangeland eqruo.)

(~)

(~)

% Diff. % Diff.

Texture

RUN

amt.(mm)

croe

ran~e

Plot 1

DRY

23.62

0.48

111o.6

465.4

100.7

58.1

90.9

sci

WET

31.75

0.50

831.3

877.8

204.7

5.6

75.4

Plot 2

DRY

31.75

0.50

138.8

171.5

40.6

23.6

70.7

WET

27.69

0.50

138.0

126

30.1

8.7

78.2

DRY

30.23

0.50

545.1

548.2

82.2

0.6

84.9

WET

19.38

0.50

231.60

138.8

19.4

40.1

91.6

av . diff.

15.8

80.2

Plot3

dur.(hrs) Yield

in~
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Fi gs. 14. IS, and 16 show sediment and runoff amo unts d uring each of the rai nfall
simulations for plots I , 2, and 3, respec tively. T hese figures show that sedi ment yields
from all six rain fa ll simul ati ons rose sharply durin g the first 3 to 5 min of run off,
indi catin g th e rapid generati on of overl and fl ow and sediment delivery off the pl ots. Thi s
pul se is followed by lower average sediment yie lds per minute for the remain der of the
simul ation. Thi s scenario is most prono unced, and the differences between the in itial
pul se and the remainder of the simul ation are most noti ceable, for both dry and wet
simul ati ons o n plot I.
I attri bute thi s scenario on plot I to plot steepness, more loose sediment on the road
surface than in the other plots , and ex tensive rill formation . Rainfall intensiti es q uickl y
exceeded the in filtration capacity of the road surface and ditch. Overl and fl ow then
remo ved thi s loose sediment. Flow ve locities were exacerbated by pl ot steepness. These
hi gher fl ow velocities combined with greater percentages of sand, and hi gher concomitant
Kr values all owed for exten sive rills to form and transport eroded sediment, albei t smaller
amounts than that coming from the initi al pul se, off plot I . Once again , the importance of
slope steepness, and its effect on sediment yield, is apparent in thi s study.
Also of importance is the ti ght coupling between runoff and sediment yields for
all simul ation s. Thi s suggests that erosion and subsequent sediment yields off plots take
pl ace soon after infiltration capaci ti es are reached and overland flow is generated. In li ght
of thi s ti ght coupling, and because of such low infiltration capacities on the road, it is
li ke ly that even lower rain fa ll intensity storms than the ones generated in thi s study wil l
produce runoff and subsequent erosion of the road surface and ditch.
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Thi s indeed happen s, and was observed during a natural rain event prior to the dry
simul ation on plot 2. Overland flow was generated approximately 2 min into the
rain storm and water and sediment flowed in the ditch and down the road surface. Natural
runoff was collected into the ditch, then flowed through the flume , and into a small
channe l leading to the riparian area. Rainfall from this brief storm totaled 3.0 mm in 8
min. According to records of short duration prec ipitation for the Upper American Fork
Peak weather station by Richardson ( 197 1), thi s storm had a return period of
approxi matel y one half year.
I modeled the natural storm on this plot with WEPP, using the natural rainfall data
collected by the wedge gauges. WEPP predicted that approximately 2.39 kg of sediment
and 192 liters of runoff would come off the plot during this natural storm event.
Although these are small amounts and these data could not be validated with measured
field values, it does suggest that WEPP supported my field observations by indeed
predicting that runoff and sediment yields would occur from a low intensity short
duration rain event which released small amounts of precipitation.
Again , the tight hydrologic coupling between runoff and sediment yields, due
primarily to very low infiltration capacities on the road surface and quick generation of
overland flow , has important implications for road-riparian interactions. Put simply,
small rainfall events on these critical areas of Tick ville Road have a high likelihood of
generating runoff. It is also likely that sediment-laden flows from these events reach the
riparian area. It would appear that these sections of the road have no " resistance" and
succumb to erosion by frequently occurring low-intensity, short-duration rain events.
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Of particular importance is the relation ship between Kr values (predicted with
cropland equati ons), percent slope, and WEPP predicted sediment yields. Fig. 17 shows
that for steeper slopes , increasing Kr values substanti all y increase predicted sediment
yields. This pattern is not evident in shallower road slopes and increases in Kr values of
three orders of magnitude have little effect on WEPP predicted sediment yiel ds. l
postulate this as being a good indi cation of the overri din g importance of slope steepness
in rill fonnation (although not at lower Kr values) and road surface susceptibility to rill
erosion. Indeed, this runs contrary to estimations of Kr in the WEPP User Summary,
which is derived sole ly from percentages of OM and VFS.
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A sensiti vi ty analysis showed that percent slope, slope length , days since last
tillage, ridge roughness, in slope percent, rill spacin g, and rill width were all important
parameters affecting sediment yields in WEPP. These sensitivity analyses can help Camp
Williams Land Managers make deci sion s regarding the correction of current road erosion
problems, as well as the correct layout and design for future road buildin g endeavors. On
my plots, percent slope, slope length , days since last tillage, and road roughness , however,
had the most significant effect on predicted sediment yields (Figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21 ).
Each of these four parameters not only had a significant effect on predicted sediment
yields , but also could be correlated to specific road layout and erosion mitigation
techniques . This next section, including Figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21 , will show how
changing road layout and/or specific erosion mitigation techniques can be used to correct
or minimize road erosion problems at Camp Williams.
Sediment yields increased substantially, for plot 1 wet, from approximately l kg
m-2 at road slopes of 8% to roughly 14 kg m·2 at road slopes of 20%. At an 8% slope,
sediment yie lds for plot 2 dry were approximately 2.5 kg m·2 When road slope was
increased to 20%, sediment yields for plot 2 dry increased to approximately 25 kg m·2
For the same road slopes, plot 2 dry had a higher sediment yield than plot l wet This
difference in sediment yields lies in the differing surface conditions of the two plots , the
subsequent estimated Kr values, and the way in which WEPP modeled each condition.
The reason for this lies in the erosion potentia l (higher Kr values due to a greater percent
VFS) , due to slope steepness, for plot 2. Had this site been steeper, it likely would have
had higher erosion rates (in WEPP) than plot l because soil conditions (greater percent
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YFS), whic h affect Kr values , wou ld have favored the formation of more rill s as we ll as
greater ditch erosion. Fig. 18 shows, however, a general increase in predicted sediment
yields off plots with an increase in slope, with a very large increase in predicted sediment
yields with slopes above 10%. This would suggest that road building on base should be
restricted to slopes with a 10% grade or less.
Slope length dramatically affected predicted sediment yields on road plots.
Particularly for steep slopes, predicted sediment yields increase dramatically with slope
lengths greater than 100m (Fig. 19). Predicted sediment yields from plot I wet ( 15 .1%
slope) ranged from about 1600 kg at a 20m slope length to 44400 kg at a 250m slope
length. Predicted sediment yields from plot 2 dry (5.4% slope) ranged from about 146 kg
at a 20 m slope length to approximately 5694 kg at a slope length of 100m. Data from
this graph would suggest that road building should be restricted as much as possible in
long (and steep) terrain.
The number of days since last tillage affected predicted sediment yields on both
plots , but to a much greater effect on plot I , which is roughly three times as steep as plot
2 (Fig. 20). This same parameter in the ins loped road template of WEPP describes the
number of days since the last blading operations on a road surface. Both of these
operations disturb the soi l surface and produce new sediment availab le for transport.
With time and subsequent settling, or compaction in the case of a road scenario, less
sediment becomes available for transport. It can be seen from Fig. 20 that predicted
sediment yields do not level off until approximately 180 days. If the road is bladed three
or more times a year, the road surface exists at a higher "state" of erosion potential than if
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the road were bladed only twice a year. This suggests that cenain steep sections of
Tick vi lle Road should not be bladed or retrenched (or have heavy traffic loads durin g wet
road conditions) more than twice a year.
Ridge roughness , or road surface roughness, also affected predictions of erosion
off road SUifaces. This is because roughness affects the water holding capacity (retenti on)
of the road surface . Water falling on a smooth compacted road surface is more likely to
run off the plot and erode loose sediment than water that becomes trapped or held in the
road surface inconsistencies. The more compacted and smooth the road surface is, the
more runoff and higher potential for eroded loose sediment. Fig. 21 suggests that Camp
Willi ams land managers could significantly reduce sediment yields on steep road section s
by placing gravel on the road surface, increasing road roughness. According to the figure,
sediment yields off plot I could be substantially reduced if a layer of gravel
approximately 2 em in size were covering the road section.

It was found that ditch erosion accounted for little of the sediment leaving the
plots. Results from the mass balance calculations showed that ditch erosion occurred on
four out of the six simulations. Ditch erosion on plots l and 2 wet was negligible.
Erosion from ditches ranged from 7.2% to 33.8% of the total erosion off the plots and
averaged 21.1 %. These low numbers , however, do not mean that erosion was not
occurring on all the plots , or that ditch erosion is not a problem on Tickville Road.
Cross sectional data showed that there was little deposition or erosion along the
length of the ditch on all plots . An example of this is shown in Fig. 22, which plots cross
sections 2, 5, 7, and 10 from plot l wet , down the length of the ditch. The ditches
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ex hibited a step-pool -like configuration and erosion and deposi tion occurred on both
steep and gradual sloped section s, respectively. The ditches were protected from erosion
by a layer of rock , which underlies the loose sediment. In the rainfall experiment , the
road ditch itself was not eroding, or eroding very little, because it was stabili zed by rocks ,
and because the short plot length s did not allow water in the ditches to attain a sufficient
ve locity and shear to overcome the critical shear of the soil and erode sediment.
It is possible that the mass balance approach used in this study led to erroneous
resu lts. There are two possible reasons for this. Even though the road and ditch are
coupled, the mass balance approach conceptualizes the ditch as a single element,
receiving no runoff from the road. In reality, sediment could be entering the ditch from
any point off the road surface which would not give a true estimate of the amount of
erosion or deposition due to flowing water in the ditch alone. Field observations showed ,
however, that much of the runoff flowed directly down the plot and against the bottom
plot border and not directly from the road into the ditch. This again suggests that the
ins lope of the plots was not sufficient enough to allow substantial amounts of water to
flow into the ditch. Instead, the water flowed down the road surface in the rill channels or
in the depressions caused by tire tracks.
The second reason has to do with measurements obtained with the erosion bridge.
The wooden dowels tended to sink into the wet ditch , and it is likely that this contributed
to a source of error, especially when attempting to measure distances to a hundredth of a
centimeter. These measurements had to be extrapolated to meters in order for the
WinXSPro channel analyzer to calculate differences in area between separate cross
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secti ons. Once thi s was done, areas of loss or gain in m 2 were con verted to kgim 2 When
amounts of erosion or deposition have been calculated in kilograms from data estimated,
with a wooden dowel rod that sank incon sistently into the soil surface , to the nearest
hundredth of a centimeter, there is likely to be some error involved.
I speculate that results describing changes in ditch geometry between run s would
have been more accurate had the channel been allowed to dry before attempting to use the
erosion bridge. The wooden dowels would not have sunk into the channel and would
have given more reliable data. Thi s, however, was not possible due to the time
constraints of setting up the plot and taking measurements before the next simulation.
Attempting to measure erosion from the ditches on such short plot lengths (hydrologic
containment) in this study likely was not practical. Water flowed down the road surface
instead of entering the ditches. As stated earlier, this occurred because the plot ins lope
was much less than the downslope of the road section.
A more likely erosion scenario occurring on Tickville Road, without any
hydrologic containment, is the following: Overland flow commences in the ditch once
infiltration capacity is exceeded. The road surface, which is relatively impermeable,
contributes moderate amounts of runoff to the ditch, depending on the downslope length
and inslope percent compared to road slope. This runoff then erodes the loose material in
the channel derived from both dry erosion of the cuts lope and prior road grading
operations and washes it down the length of the ditch and into the riparian area . The
cutslope along much of the plots was not heavily vegetated and it is likely that the
cutslope is failing by erosional processes and adds sediment to the road ditch .
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That this erosion scenario was not evident during the field rainfall simulation s
likel y results from the hydrologic containment of the plots. The actual runoff and erosion
processes are likely very different when an entire length of road (or segment of hill slope)
is involved, including the road surface, cuts lope , fillslope , and ditch. This entire length of
road, or active erosional road zone, contributes runoff and sediment. Without considerin g
this entire area and the hydrologic processes occurring on it, it is difficult to trul y
extrapolate results obtained from a bordered plot and estimate runoff and sediment yiel ds
off an entire contributing road prism.
There are several reasons why ditch erosion is potentially higher on Tick ville
Road than results from this experiment show . During an intense rainstorm, the active
erosional road zone would respond in a hydrologically different manner than the bordered
area. The length of the active erosional road section would have been approximately 350
m on plot I, rather than the 25m in thi s study. Runoff from the topographic divide of the
road section would have attained faster velocities and likely cut deeper rill s into the road
surface as well as eroding the ditch considerably more than what was calculated in thi s
study. Observations of the plots approximately 8 months later proved that this scenario
occurs. Plot I was seriously rilled and one rill ran approximately 30m down the middle
of the road. The measured depth of this rill was approximately 0.4 m and for all
purposes, this road section was impassable. It was evident that runoff from the top of the
road section , approximately 350m upslope, contributed runoff to the riparian area. The
ditches were noticeably deeper and had suffered serious erosion. Rainfall data were not
obtained for thi s erosional event.
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In an atte mpt to gain further insight in to erosion on Tick vi lle Road, the model was
run for each plot with its full con tributing area. In other words, total contributin g slope
lengths were used instead of the 25-m length used in this experiment. These were 350 m,
32m, and 70 m, respectively, for plots 1, 2, and 3. Results are shown in T able 14. These
data represent possible erosion and sediment yie lds off plots during a natural rainstorm
wi th characteri stic s simil ar to the ones simulated. However, it should be kept in mind
that erosion like ly is occurring in the other ditch as well , and the model templ ate used in
this study does not account for thi s. It is believed that these results again underpredict
sediment yields coming off these plots.

Table 13. WEPP predicted erosion and sediment yields off study plots with full
contributing slo~e lengths included.
width(m) area (m2 ) erosion in k!;!m2 sediment lield off ~lot in kg

site

length (m)

p1dry

25

8.0

205

2.27

465.6

p1dry

350

8.0

2800

0.426

1192.8

p1wet

25

8.0

205

4.26

873.7

p1wet

350

8.0

2800

1.163

3256.4

p2dry

25

7.3

175

0.98

171.4

p2dry

32

7.3

234

0.983

229.6
125.9

p2wet

25

7.3

175

0.72

p2wet

32

7.3

234

0.731

170.8

p3dry

25

6.7

178

3.08

547.3

p3dry

70

6.7

469

15.81

7414.9

p3wet

25

6.7

178

0.78

138.6

~3wet

70

6.7

469

8.56

4014.6
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WEPP Evaluation

In thi s sec tion , l evaluate the suitability of the insloped road template for
predicting runoff and sediment yields off se lected plots on Tick ville Road. l then discuss
some of the drawbacks of using this template as well as some management applications
of the model for Camp Williams and other areas located in semiarid mountain
ecosystems.
There is good agreement between observed and predicted erosion in the plots.
Runoff and erosion from plots located on Tick vi lle Road were accurately predicted by the
WEPP model. Elliot has suggested that , in these types of road erosion studies , a
difference of approximately 20% between observed and predicted sediment yields is very
good (Elliot 1998 , personal communication). There are no similar studies of road erosion
in semiarid mountainous ecosystems to compare results. However, runoff and sediment
yields from this study fall within those measured and predicted on fore st roads in more
mesic ecosystems by Elliot eta!. (1993) and Tysdal eta!. (1997). Runoff was accurately
predicted by the WEPP model and values of hydraulic conductivity (Ks) had the most
important impact on runoff generation. Values of Kr calculated using the cropland
erodibility equations in the WEPP User Summary fell well within the range of those
reported in the literature by Elliot eta!. ( 1993). Thi s study revealed that erosion
predictions by WEPP were most sensitive to values of Kr, Ks , slope steepness, slope
length , days since last tillage , and ridge roughness (roughness of the road). All of these
parameters, which have a large effect on road erosion . can be altered by changing road
condi tion s via correct erosion control measures. Measured ditch erosion in thi s study was
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less than ex pected but is likel y an important fac tor in the overall erosion scenario
occurring on selected areas ofTickville Road.
The inslope road template mimics an agricultural scenario. The road surface is
modeled as a ridge and the road ditch as a furrow. Kr values in the ins lope road template
describe the rill erodibility of the ditch , not the road surface. The rill erodibility of the
road surface is not described in the inslope road template. This is believed to be a
drawback when attempting to model steep road section s because of the importance of rill
erodi bilites in the overall erosion scenario. In situations where the downslope of the road
is greater than the ins lope (plots 1 and 3), water flows down the road, forming rills or
eroding wheel ruts. In these situations, ditch erosion would play a minor role in the
overall sediment yield from the road prism. This was likely the case in my study.
It was felt that the model performed well in this study because of the overall
homogeneous surface conditions on the road. The road surface on all plots was hi gh ly
compacted . This meant that measured values of hydraulic conductivity could be, with
aplomb, extrapolated to the entire road plot. Recent blading operations had also
homogenized the surface conditions on all plots.
I would expect sediment yields from sections of Tickville Road in a natural
rainstorm to be higher than what was measured during my simulations, primarily due to
the small size and hydrologic containment of the plots. This should be kept in mind ,
especially when utilizing WEPP model output for erosion mitigation techniques or new
road construction procedures. Thi s means that all predictions of runoff and sediment
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yiel d from a road section , using the ins loped road template , are likel y conservative, and
act ual sediment yields off road sections are probabl y higher.
One drawback of havin g hydrologicall y contained and controll ed plots is that they
do not mimi c natural condition s. Natural runoff on Tickville Road is neither contained
nor controlled by plot borders. Variabilities are always inherent in natural systems and
the mechanics of runoff and erosion on a seemingly homogeneous and decepti ve ly simple
road pri sm are much more complex than the insloped road template can account for. Thi s
does not, however, limit its applicability for providing suitable predicti ons of runoff and
erosion if the user collects several important pieces of information . These include either
estimations or measurements of: Ks, slope length , slope steepness, textural
characteri sti cs, and management practices such as days since last blading operati ons, rill
spacing, and road roughness. With thi s information , and the application of sound
hydrologic principles, land managers user should be able to apply the WEPP model
successfully to predi ct runoff and erosion from road plots located in other semiarid
mountain ecosystems.

Management Applications/Implications

The WEPP model is a useful tool for predicting runoff and sediment yields fro m
road surfaces and has potential for use in other xeric mountainous ecosystems. Further
testing of the model is needed, however, for these conclusions to be fully reali zed.
Erosion prediction is a key component in correcti ng or miti gating the erosion potential of
poorly designed roads .
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The WEPP model accurately predicted runoff and sediment yields off plots on
Tick ville Road. To that end, it follow s that a sen siti vity analysis, which reveals the most
imponant parameters in the model , would act as a very powerful tool in helping land
managers realize for which imponant features roads need to be designed and maintained.
This defines both the applicability and usefulness of a successful model. Because this
study is the first of its kind in these ecosystems , funher research would add to the data
base and provide more insight into the applicability of this model for use in predicting
runoff and erosion in semiarid mountainous ecosystems.
This study demonstrated a method for accurately predicting amounts of runoff and
erosion off native roads on Camp Williams. The WEPP model provides Camp Williams
land managers with a useful tool for predicting runoff and sediment yields off native
surfaced roads located on the installation. The imponant parameters in the WEPP model
can be measured by field collection or estimated using a sound scientific approach. Once
these data are obtained, environmental managers can use WEPP to accurately predict
amounts of road erosion and sediment yields to the riparian areas and detennine necessary
erosion mitigation methods. This study provides a basis for funher research and
enhancement of the predictive capabi lities of the WEPP mode l in these semiarid
mountainous ecosystems.
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